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PARABOLIC DYNAMICS AND ANISOTROPIC BANACH
SPACES
PAOLO GIULIETTI AND CARLANGELO LIVERANI
Abstract. We investigate the relation between the distributions appearing in
the study of ergodic averages of parabolic flows (e.g. in the work of Flaminio-
Forni) and the ones appearing in the study of the statistical properties of
hyperbolic dynamical systems (i.e. the eigendistributions of the transfer oper-
ator). In order to avoid, as much as possible, technical issues that would cloud
the basic idea, we limit ourselves to a simple flow on the torus. Our main re-
sult is that, roughly, the growth of ergodic averages (and the characterization
of coboundary regularity) of a parabolic flows is controlled by the eigenvalues
of a suitable transfer operator associated to the renormalizing dynamics. The
conceptual connection that we illustrate is expected to hold in considerable
generality.
1. Introduction
In the last decade, distributions have become increasingly relevant both in para-
bolic and hyperbolic dynamics. On the parabolic dynamics side consider, for exam-
ple, the work of Forni and Flaminio-Forni [25, 26, 21, 22, 23] on ergodic averages
and cohomological equations for horocycle flows or of Bufetov [13] on translation
flows; on the hyperbolic dynamics side it suffices to mention the study of the transfer
operator through anisotropic spaces, started with [9].1
Since a frequent approach to the study of parabolic dynamics is the use of renor-
malization techniques,2 where the renormalizing dynamics is often a hyperbolic dy-
namics, several people have been wondering on a possible relation between such
two classes of distributions. Early examples of such line of thought can be found
in Cosentino [16, Section 3] and Otal [47].
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In this paper we argue that the distributional obstructions discovered by Forni
and the distributional eigenvectors of certain transfer operators are tightly related,
to the point that, informally, one could say that they are exactly the same.
In order to present our argument in the simplest possible manner, instead of
trying to develop it for the horocycle flow versus the geodesic flow (which would
require a much more technical framework), we consider a very simple example
that, while preserving the main ingredients of the horocycle-geodesic flow setting,
allows to easily illustrate the argument. Yet, our example is not rigid (morally
it corresponds to looking at manifolds of non constant negative curvature). So,
notwithstanding its simplicity, it shows the flexibility of our approach, which has
the potential of being greatly generalized. On the other hand, we cover only the
case of periodic renormalization. Indeed, if the renormalizing dynamics are non
linear, then it is not very clear how to define a good moduli space on which to act.
The extension of our approach to the non periodic case remains an open problem.
Let us describe a bit more precisely our setting (see Section 2 for the exact,
less discursive, description). As parabolic dynamics, we consider a flow φt, over
T2 = R
2
/Z2, generated by a vector field V ∈ C1+α(T2,R2), α ∈ R>, such that, for
all x ∈ T2, V (x) 6= 0. As hyperbolic dynamics, we consider a transitive Anosov
map F ∈ Cr(T2,T2), r > 1 + α. By definition of Anosov map for all x ∈ T2
we have TxT
2 = Es(x) ⊕ Eu(x), where we used the usual notation for the stable
and unstable invariant distributions.3 Since we want the latter system to act as a
renormalizing dynamics for the former, we require,
(1.1) ∀x ∈ T2, V (x) ∈ Es(x).
One might wonder which kind of flows admit the property (1.1) for some Anosov
map F ∈ Cr. Here is a partial answer whose proof can be found in Appendix A.
Lemma 1.1. If a C1+α, α > 0, flow φt, without fixed points, satisfies (1.1) for
some Anosov map F ∈ Cr, r ≥ 1 + α, then it is topologically conjugated to a rigid
rotation with rotation number ω such that
(1.2) b ω2 + (a− d)ω − c = 0
for some a, b, c, d ∈ Z such that ad− cb = 1.
Each C1+α, α ≥ 1, flow φt without fixed points, or periodic orbits, is topologically
conjugated to a rigid rotation. If the rotation number satisfies (1.2) and α ≥ 2, then
φt satisfies (1.1) for some Anosov map F ∈ Cβ, for each β < α.
Note that the condition (1.2) can be restated by saying that ω = r1 + r2
√
D
where r1, r2 ∈ Q, D ∈ N, r2 6= 0. We stated the lemma in the above form because
it connects better to the example worked-out in Section 5.
Remark 1.2. Even though the above Lemma shows that it is always possible to
reduce our setting to a linear model by a conjugation, such conjugation is typically
of rather low regularity. We will see shortly that requiring F , and related objects,
to be of high regularity is essential for the questions we are interested in. It is not
obvious to us how to characterize the flows for which (1.1) holds for very smooth
F . Yet, such a condition clearly singles out some smaller class of flows (compared
3 Here “distribution” refers to a field of subspaces in the tangent bundle and has nothing to do with
the meaning of “distribution” as generalized functions previously used. This is an unfortunate
linguistic ambiguity for which we bear no responsibility.
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to Lemma 1.1) to which our theory applies. Note however that there are plenty of
examples, see Section 5.
Equation (1.1) implies that the trajectories {φt(x)}t∈(a,b) are pieces of the stable
manifolds for the map F . Thus, if we assume r ≥ 2 + α, we can define implicitly a
function νn ∈ C1+α(T2,R) such that
(1.3) DxF
nV (x) = νn(x)V (F
n(x)),
where |νn| < C#λ−n for some λ > 1. Without loss of generality we assume that F
preserves the orientation of the invariant splitting, i.e. νn > 0 (if not, use F
2).
Given the hypothesis (1.1) it is natural to ask, at least, that, for each x ∈ R2,
the flow is regular with respect to the time coordinate i.e.
(1.4) φ(·)(x) ∈ Cr.
In fact, we will use slightly stronger hypotheses, see Definition 2.3 and Remark 2.4.
The reader may complain that the parabolic nature of the dynamics φt it is not
very apparent. Indeed, a little argument is required to show that ‖Dxφt‖ can grow
at most polynomially in t, see Section 4.1, and some more work is needed to show
that there are cases in which it is truly unbounded, see Lemma 5.16.
Let us detail an easy consequence of (1.3). If, for each n ∈ N, we define ηn ∈
C1+α(T2 × R,T2) as ηn(x, t) = Fn(φt(x)), then we have{
d
dtηn(x, t) = Dφt(x)F
nV (φt(x)) = νn(φt(x))V (ηn(x, t))
ηn(0) = F
n(x).
It is then natural to define the time change4
(1.5) τn(x, t) =
∫ t
0
ds νn(φs(x)),
and introduce the function ζn ∈ C1+α by ζn(τn(x, t), x) = ηn(x, t). Then
(1.6)
{
d
dtζn(x, t) = V (ζn(x, t))
ζn(x, 0) = F
n(x).
By the uniqueness of the solution of the above ODE, it follows, for all t ∈ R>
φt(F
n(x)) = ζn(x, t) = ηn(τ
−1
n (x, t), x) = F
n(φτ−1n (x,t)(x)).
In other words, the image under Fn of a piece of trajectory, is the reparametrization
of a (much shorter) piece of trajectory:
(1.7) Fn(φt(x)) = φτn(x,t)(F
n(x)).
The above is the basic renormalization equation for the flow φt that we will use in
the following.
Note that, by Lemma 1.1 and Furstenberg [27], the flow is uniquely ergodic, since
its Poincare´ map is uniquely ergodic. Let µ be the unique invariant measure. In
addition, the flow is also minimal since it is topologically conjugated to a minimal
flow (the linear one).
By unique ergodicity, given g ∈ C0(T2,R), 1t
∫ t
0
ds g ◦ φs(x) converges uniformly
to µ(g). We have thus naturally arrived at our
First question: How fast is the convergence to the ergodic average?
4 By construction, for each x ∈ T2 and n ∈ N, τn(x, t) is a strictly increasing function of t, and
hence globally invertible. We will use the, slightly misleading, notation τ−1n (x, ·) for the inverse.
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The question is equivalent to investigating the precise growth of the functionals
Hx,t : Cr → R defined by
(1.8) Hx,t(g) :=
∫ t
0
ds g ◦ φs(x).
Of course, if µ(g) 6= 0, then Hx,t(g) ∼ µ(g)t, but if µ(g) = 0, then we expect a
slower growth.
Remark 1.3. Note that the growth rate of an ergodic integral for functions of a
given smoothness it is not a topological invariant, hence the fact that our systems
can be topologically conjugated to a linear model, as stated in Lemma 1.1, is not of
much help.
In the work of Flaminio-Forni [21] is proven that the functionals (1.8), there
defined for the horocycle flow on a surface of constant negative curvature, have a
polynomial growth with exponent determined by a countable number of obstruc-
tions. That is, the growth is slower if the function g belongs to the kernel of certain
set of functionals. The remarkable discovery of Forni (going back to [25, 26]) is
that the possible power growths form a discrete set and that the associated ob-
structions cannot be expected, in general, to be measures: they are distributions.5
See Remark 2.15 for further details.
In analogy with the above situation, one expects that in our simple model there
exist a finite number6 of functionals {Oi}i=1,...,N1 ⊂ Cr(T2,R)′, and a corresponding
set {αi}i=1,...,N1 of decreasing numbers αi ∈ [0, 1] such that if Oj(g) = 0 for all
j < i and Oi(g) 6= 0, then Hx,t(g) = O(tαi). As we mentioned just after equation
(1.8), O1(g) = µ(g) with α1 = 1.
Next, suppose that Oi(g) = 0 for all i ≤ N1 and αN1 = 0. That is, Hx,t(g)
remains bounded. By Gottschalk-Hedlund theorem [32] this implies that g is a
continuous coboundary for the flow (since the flow is minimal). To investigate the
regularity of the coboundary it is convenient to start with an alternative proof of
Gottschalk-Hedlund theorem (limited to our context). For each T ∈ R>, consider
the new functionals HT : Cr → C1+α defined by, for all x ∈ T2,
(1.9) HT (g)(x) := −
∫ T
0
dt χ ◦ τnT (x, t)g ◦ φt(x) = −
∫
R≥
dt χ ◦ τnT (x, t)g ◦ φt(x),
where nT + 1 = inf{n ∈ N : infx τn(x, T ) ≤ 1} and χ ∈ Cr(R≥, [0, 1]) is a fixed
function such that χ(s) = 1 for all s ≤ 1/2 and χ(s) = 0 for all s ≥ 1. Such a
function χ can be thought as a “smoothing” of χ ◦ τnT := max{0, T−sT }. Unfortu-
nately, we cannot use χ because such a choice would create serious difficulties later
on (e.g., in the decomposition carried out in equation (4.8)), yet the reader can
substitute χ to χ to have an intuitive idea of what is going on.
The next Lemma restates Gottschalk-Hedlund and will be proved in Section 4.3.
Lemma 1.4. For each g ∈ Cr(T2,R), r large enough,7 such that Oi(g) = 0 for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , N1}, we have that HT (g) converges uniformly, as T → ∞, to some
5 Apart, of course, for the first that, as above, is the invariant measure µ.
6 For an explanation of “finitely many versus countably many” see, again, Remark 2.15.
7 The condition on r is the same as in Theorem 2.8.
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continuous function h such that
(1.10) h ◦ φt(x)− h(x) =
∫ t
0
ds g ◦ φs(x).
It follows that h is weakly differentiable in the flow direction and
(1.11) g(x) = 〈V (x),∇h(x)〉.
That is, g is a continuous coboundary.
The existence of a continuous coboundary is of some interest; but much more
interesting is the existence of more regular solutions of (1.11) since this plays a role
in establishing many relevant properties (see [39, Sections 2.9, 19.2]). Hence our
Second question: How regular are the solutions of the cohomological equation
(1.11)?
Following Forni again, we expect that there exist finitely many distributional ob-
structions {Oi}i=N1+1,...,N2 ⊂ Cr(T2,R)′ and a set of increasing numbers
{ri}i=N1+1,...,N2 , ri ∈ (0, 1 + α) such that, if Oj(g) = 0 for all j < i and Oi(g) 6= 0,
then h ∈ Cri .
Remark 1.5. Note that in the present context, as the flow is only C1+α, it is
not clear if it makes any sense to look for coboundaries better than C1+α. This
reflects the fact that if one looks at the horocycle flows on manifolds of non constant
negative curvature, then the associate vector field is, in general, not very regular.
On the other hand rigidity makes not so interesting our simple example when both
foliations are better than C2, [29, Corollary 3.3]. We will therefore limit ourself to
finding distributions that are obstruction to Lipschitz coboundaries, i.e. if Oi(g) = 0
for all i ≤ N2, then h is Lipschitz (see Theorem 2.12). We believe this to be more
than enough to illustrate the scope of the method.
The goal of this paper is to prove the above facts by studying transfer operators
associated to F , acting on appropriate spaces of distributions. In fact, we will show
that the above mentioned obstructions {Oi} can be obtained from the eigenvectors
of appropriate transfer operators associated to F . As announced, this discloses the
connection between the appearance of distributions in two seemingly different fields
of dynamical systems.
Remark 1.6. As already mentioned, in our model φt plays the role of the horocycle
flow, while F the one of the geodesic flow. It is important to notice that most of
the results obtained for the horocycle flows (and Flaminio-Forni’s results in partic-
ular) rely on representation theory, thus requiring constant curvature of the space.
In our context, this would correspond to the assumption that F is a toral automor-
phism and φt a rigid translation. One could then do all the needed computations via
Fourier series (if needed, see Section 5.1 for details). It is then clear that extending
our approach to more general parabolic flows, e.g. horocycle flows, (which should be
quite possible using the results on flows by [31, 20, 19]) would allow to treat cases of
variable negative curvature, and, more generally, cases where the tools of represen-
tation theory are not available or effective, whereby greatly extending the scope of
the theory. To our knowledge the only other approach trying generalize the theory
in such a direction is contained in the papers [11, 12]. However Bufetov’s strategy
relays on a coding of the system. Hence, it seems to suffer from the same limita-
tions that affect the Markov partition approach to the study of hyperbolic systems.
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In particular, using coding techniques only a small portion of the transfer operator
spectrum is accessible. These are exactly the limitations that the techniques used in
this paper were designed to overcome. It would therefore be very interesting, and
(we believe) possible, to extend the present approach to the setting described in [12].
The plan of the paper is as follow: in section 2 we state our exact assumptions,
outline our reasoning and state precisely our results, assuming lemmata and con-
structions which are explained later on. Section 3 is devoted to our first question
and proves our Theorem 2.8 concerning the distributions arising from the study
of the ergodic integrals. Section 4 deals with our second question and proves our
Theorem 2.12 dealing with the distributions arising from the study of the regularity
of the cohomological equation. Section 5 is devoted to the discussion of examples.
This is a rather long section, yet we think it is important as it explicitly shows how
the abstract theory can be concretely applied and gives a clear idea of the type of
work involved. In Section 5.1 we work out explicitly the simplest possible situation:
a linear flow renormalized by a toral automorphism. Note that in this case all the
obstructions generate by our scheme reduce, as it should be, to the Lebesgue mea-
sure. Yet, even in this simple situation, our scheme unveils much more structure
than expected. In Section 5.2.1 we present a more general (non linear) one parame-
ter family of systems and we prove that it behaves not so differently from the linear
model: either the ergodic integral of a function g grows linearly in time or g is at
least a C 12−c#γ coboundary, where γ is the perturbative parameter of the family
of examples (see Lemmata 5.9, 5.11 and Corollary 5.12 for details). In sections
5.2.3, 5.2.5 we use perturbation theory to show that the flow is, generically, truly
parabolic, that is the derivative has a polynomial growth (see Lemma 5.16). In the
Appendix A we provide the details for some facts mentioned in the introduction
without proof. In the Appendices B and C we recall the definition of the various
functional spaces needed in the following (adapted to the present setting).
Notation. When convenient, we will use C#, c# to designate a generic constant,
depending only on F and φ1, and Ca,b,... for a generic constant depending also from
a, b, . . . . Be advised that the actual value of such constants may change from one
occurrence to the next.
2. Definitions and main Results
In this section we will introduce rigorously the model loosely described in the
introduction and explicitly state our results. Unfortunately, this requires quite a
bit of not so intuitive notations and constructions, which call for some explanation.
The experienced reader can jump immediately to Theorems 2.8, 2.12 but we do not
recommend it in general.
Let α, r ∈ R> with r > 2 + α.
We start by recalling the definition of Cr Anosov map of the torus.
Definition 2.1. Let F ∈ Cr(T2,T2) where T2 = R2/Z2. The map is called Anosov if
there exists two continuous closed nontrivial transversal cone fields Cu,s : T2 → R2
which are strictly DF -invariant. That is, for each x ∈ T2,
DxFC
u(x) ⊂ Int Cu(F (x)) ∪ {0}
DxF
−1Cs(x) ⊂ Int Cs(F−1(x)) ∪ {0}.(2.1)
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In addition, there exists C > 0 and λ > 1 such that, for all n ∈ N,
(2.2)
‖DxF−nv‖ > Cλn‖v‖ if v ∈ Cs(x);
‖DxFnv‖ > Cλn‖v‖ if v ∈ Cu(x).
It is well known that the above implies the following, seemingly stronger but in
fact equivalent [39], definition
Definition 2.2. Let F ∈ Cr(T2,T2). The map is called Anosov if there exists a
DF -invariant C1+α, r − 1 ≥ α > 0, splitting TxM = Es(x)⊕ Eu(x) and constants
C, λ > 1 such that for n ≥ 0
(2.3)
‖DFnv‖ < Cλ−n‖v‖ if v ∈ Es;
‖DFnv‖ < Cλn‖v‖ if v ∈ Eu.
As already mentioned we assume that the stable distribution Es is orientable
and that F preserves such an orientation. Further note that, since F is topologi-
cally conjugated to a toral automorphism [39, Theorem 18.6.1], F is topologically
transitive.
Next, we consider a flow φt generated by a vector field V satisfying the following
properties.
Definition 2.3. Let the vector field V be such that
(i) V ∈ C1+α(T2,R2);
(ii) ‖V ‖ ∈ Cr(T2,R>);
(iii) for all x ∈ T2, V (x) 6= 0;
(iv) for all x ∈ T2, V (x) ∈ Es(x) .
Remark 2.4. Note that Definitions 2.3-(ii) and (iv) imply condition (1.4) since,
being F ∈ Cr, so are the stable leaves [39]. In fact, Definition 2.3-(ii) essentially
implies that we are just considering Cr time reparametrizations of the case ‖V ‖ = 1.
Hence, we are treating all the Cr reparametrizations on the same footing. This is
rather convenient although not so deep in the present context. Yet, it could be of
interest if the present point of view could be extended to the study of the mixing speed
of the flow. Indeed, there is a scarcity of results on reparametrization of parabolic
flows (see [24] for recent advances).
Remembering (1.7), (1.5) and using the definition (1.8),
Hx,t(g) =
∫ t
0
ds g ◦ F−n ◦ φτn(x,s)(Fn(x))
=
∫ τn(x,t)
0
ds1
(
g
νn
)
◦ F−n ◦ φs1 ◦ Fn(x).
(2.4)
It is then natural to introduce the transfer operator LF ∈ L(C0, C0),8
LF (g) :=(ν1 ◦ F−1)−1g ◦ F−1 = g ◦ F−1 ‖V ‖‖DFV ‖ ◦ F−1
=g ◦ F−1 ‖DF
−1V ‖
‖V ‖ ◦ F−1 ,
(2.5)
where we have used (1.3).
8 Given a map F , in general a transfer operator associated to F has the form ϕ→ ϕ ◦ F−1eφ for
some function φ. Normally, the factor eφ is called the weight while φ is the potential, [2].
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We can now write
(2.6) Hx,t(g) =
∫ τn(x,t)
0
ds1 (LnF g)(φs1 (Fn(x))) = HFn(x),τn(x,t)(LnF g).
The above formula is quite suggestive: for each x ∈ T2 and t ∈ R>, if we fix
n = nt(x) such that τnt(x, t) is of order one, then Hx,t(g) is expressed in terms of
very similar functionals of LntF g. Note that such functionals are uniformly bounded
on C0 with respect to (x, t), that is: they can be seen as measures and, as such,
they have uniform total variation. One can then naively imagine that to address
the questions put forward in the introduction it suffices to understand the behavior
of LnF for large n. This obviously is determined by the spectral properties of LF .
Unfortunately, it is well known that the spectrum of LF depends strongly on the
Banach space on which it acts. For example, in the trivial case when F is a toral
automorphism and φt a rigid translation with unit speed, e
−htopLF acting on L2 is
an isometry,9 hence the spectrum of LF consists of the circle of radius ehtop . The
spectrum on C0 it is not much different. On the contrary, if we consider LF acting
on Cr, then the spectral radius will be given by e(r+1)htop .
This seems to render completely hopeless the above line of thought.
Yet, as mentioned in the introduction, it is possible to define norms ‖ · ‖p,q
and associated anisotropic Banach spaces Cp+q ⊂ Bp,q ⊂ (Cq)′, p ∈ N∗, q ∈ R>,
p + q ≤ r, such that each transfer operator with Cr weight can be continuously
extended to Bp,q = Cr‖·‖p,q . The above are spaces of distributions (a fact that the
reader might find annoying) but, under mild hypotheses on the weight used in the
operators, several remarkable properties hold true10
i) a transfer operator (with Cr weight) extends by continuity from Cr to a bounded
operator on Bp,q;
ii) such a transfer operator is a quasi-compact operator with a simple maximal
eigenvalue;
iii) the essential spectral radius of the transfer operator decreases exponentially
with inf{q, p};
iv) the point spectrum is stable with respect to deterministic and random pertur-
bations.
The possibility to make the essential spectrum arbitrarily small, by increasing
p and q, will play a fundamental role in our subsequent analysis. Unfortunately, a
further problem now arises: the weight of LF contains the vector field V which, by
hypothesis, is only C1+α. Hence LF leaves Cr invariant only for r ≤ 1 + α (exactly
the range in which we are not interested). Again it seems that we cannot use our
strategy in any profitable manner.
Yet, such a problem has been overcame as well, e.g., in [34]. The basic idea is to
extend the dynamics F to the oriented Grassmannian. Indeed, looking at (2.5), it
is clear that the weight can be essentially interpreted as the expansion of a volume
form. The simplest idea would then be to let the dynamics act on one forms on T2.
Unfortunately, the length cannot be written exactly as a volume form on T2, hence
the convenience of being a bit more sophisticated: the weight of LF can be written
9 As usual htop stands for the topological entropy of the map F we are considering.
10 Before [9] it was unclear if spaces with such properties existed at all. Nowadays there exists a
profusion of possibilities. We use the ones stemming from [33, 34] because they seem particularly
well suited for the task at hand, but any other possibility (e.g. [4, 5]) should do.
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as the expansion of a one dimensional volume form on the vector space containing
V . As V is exactly the tangent vector to the curves along which we integrate, we are
led, as in [34], to consider functions on the Grassmannian made by one dimensional
subspaces. However, in the simple case at hand, the construction in [34] can be
considerably simplified. Namely, we can limit ourselves to considering the compact
set Ω∗ = {(x, v) ∈ T2 × R2 : ‖v‖ = 1, v ∈ Cs(x)}.11 Moreover, since we have
assumed that the stable distribution is orientable, then Ω∗ is the disjoint union of
two sets (corresponding to the two possible orientations). Let Ω be the connected
component that contains the elements (x, V̂ (x)), where V̂ (x) = ‖V (x)‖−1V (x).
In addition, since we have also assumed that F preserves the orientation of the
stable distribution, calling F the lift to the unitary tangent bundle of F we have
Ω0 = F
−1(Ω) ⊂ Ω.
Thus we have that F : Ω0 ⊂ Ω→ Ω is defined as
F(x, v) = (F (x), ‖DxFv‖−1DxFv),
F−1(x, v) = (F−1(x), ‖DxF−1v‖−1DxF−1v).
Also note that
(2.7) F−1(x, V̂ (x)) = (F−1(x), V̂ (F−1(x))).
Hence, if we define the natural extension φt(x, v) = (φt(x), ‖Dxφtv‖−1Dxφtv),
remembering (1.7), we have12
Fn(φs(x, v)) = (F
n(φt(x)), ‖Dx[Fn ◦ φt]v‖−1Dx[Fn ◦ φt]v)
=
(
φτn(x,t)(F
n(x)),
DFn(x)φτn(x,t)DxF
nv + V (φτn(x,t)(F
n(x))〈∇τn(x, t), v〉
‖DFn(x)φτn(x,t)DxFnv + V (φτn(x,t)(Fn(x))〈∇τn(x, t), v〉‖
)
.
The above formula does not look very nice, however we will be only interested in
integrations along the flow direction. Accordingly, by (1.3) and
(2.8) Dxφs(V (x)) = Dxφs
d
dτ
φτ (x)
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
=
d
dτ
φs+τ (x)
∣∣∣∣
τ=0
= V (φs(x)),
we have DFn(x)φτn(x,t)DxF
nV (x) = νn(x)V (φτn(x,t)(F
n(x)). Hence, limited to
v = V̂ (x), we recover an analogue of (1.7):
(2.9) Fn(φs(x, V̂ (x))) = φτn(x,s)(F
n(x, V̂ (x))).
Remark 2.5. Note that F is itself a uniformly hyperbolic map with the two di-
mensional repellor {(x, v) ∈ Ω : v = V̂ (x)} and it has an invariant splitting of
the tangent space with two dimensional unstable distribution and one dimensional
stable.
Next, we define the transfer operator associated to F : C0(Ω0,R)→ C0(Ω,R) as
(2.10) LFg(x, v) = g ◦ F−1(x, v)‖DxF
−1v‖ ‖V (x)‖
‖V ◦ F−1(x)‖ .
The key observation is that π ◦ F−1 = F−1 ◦ π, where we have introduced
the projection π(x, v) = x. Hence, for each function g ∈ Cr(T2,R), if we define
g = π∗g := g ◦ π, then g ∈ Cr(Ω,R) and we have, for all n ∈ N,
(2.11) LnFg(x, V̂ (x)) = LnF g(x).
11 Note that Ω∗ is a subset of the unitary tangent bundle of T2.
12 See equation (4.2) if details are needed.
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The above shows that understanding the properties of LF allows to control LF . In
addition, from definition (2.10) it is apparent that LF(Cr−1(Ω,R)) ⊂ Cr−1(Ω,R).13
We have thus completely eliminated the above mentioned regularity problem.
Accordingly, we define, for each g ∈ C0(Ω,R), t ∈ R> and x ∈ T2, the new
functional
(2.12) Hx,t(g) =
∫ t
0
ds g
(
φs(x), V̂ (φs(x))
)
and easily obtain an analogue of (2.6) for the operator LF.
Lemma 2.6. For each g ∈ C0(Ω,R) and g ∈ C0(T2,R), n ∈ N, t ∈ R> and x ∈ T2
we have
Hx,t(g ◦ π) = Hx,t(g)
Hx,t(g) = HFnx,τn(x,t)(LnFg).
Proof. The proof of the first formula is obvious by the definition, the second follows
by direct computation using (2.9):
Hx,t(g) =
∫ t
0
ds g
(
φs(x), V̂ (φs(x))
)
=
∫ t
0
ds g ◦ F−n ◦ Fn ◦ φs(x, V̂ (x))
=
∫ τn(x,t)
0
ds1 νn(π ◦ F−n ◦ φs1(Fn(x, V̂ (x))))−1g ◦ F−n ◦ φs1 ◦ Fn(x, V̂ (x))
=
∫ τn(x,t)
0
ds1(LnFg)(φs1(Fn(x), V̂ (Fn(x)))) = HFnx,τn(x,t)(LnFg).

As already mentioned, the basic fact about the operator LF is that there exists
Banach spaces Bp,q,14 detailed in Appendix B, to which LF can be continuously
extended.15 Moreover, in Appendix B we prove the following result.
Proposition 2.7. Let F ∈ Cr(T2,T2) be an Anosov map. Let p ∈ N∗ and q ∈ R
such that p + q ≤ r and q > 0. Let ρ = exp(htop) where htop is the topological
entropy of F . Then the spectral radius of LF on Bp,q is ρ and its essential spectral
radius is at most ρλ−min{p,q}. In addition, ρ is a simple eigenvalue of LF and all
the other eigenvalues are strictly smaller in norm.16
This last result has finally made precise our original naive idea: now the operator
LF has a nice spectral picture and Lemma 2.6 shows that Hx,t(g) can be written
in terms of similar functionals acting on Ln
F
g. Yet, a last difficulty appears: the
Hx,s(·), s ≤ C#, although uniformly bounded as functionals on C0, are not uni-
formly bounded on Bp,q, in fact when acting on Bp,q, for p > 0, they are not even
continuous functionals !17 This last obstacle can be dealt with by a more sophisti-
cated representation of Hx,t(·) in terms of uniformly bounded elements of (Bp,q)′
13 Recall Definition 2.3-(ii).
14 These are more general with respect to the previously mentioned ones. We use the same name
to simplify notation and since no confusion can arise.
15 By a slight abuse of notations we will still call LF such an extension.
16 The conditions on p, q are not optimal. The lack of optimality begin due to the fact that
we require p ∈ N. See [6], and reference therein, for different approaches that remove such a
constraint.
17 This is due to the sharp cut-off of the test function at zero and s, see Lemma B.4.
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plus a measure with total variation uniformly bounded in x, t. Such a representa-
tion is achieved in Lemma 3.1 which provides the last ingredient needed to close
the argument.
Before being able to state precisely our first result we need another little bit
of notation. Let {Oi,j}dij=1 ⊂ (Bp,q)′ be the elements of a base of the eigenspaces
associated to the discrete eigenvalues {ρi}i≥1, |ρi| > exp(htop)λ−min{p,q}, of L′F
when acting on (Bp,q)′, p+ q ≤ r− 1.18 Since Cp+q ⊂ Bp,q, we have (Bp,q)′ ⊂ (Cr)′.
Hence {Oi,j} ⊂ Cr(Ω,C)′. We then define O˜i,j = π∗Oi,j , clearly O˜i,j ∈ Cr(T2,C)′.
Note that π∗ is far from being invertible, so many different distributions could be
mapped to the same one. Thus the dimension dj of the span of {O˜i,j}dij=1 will
be, in general, smaller than dj (see Section 5.1 for an explicit example). Let us
relabel a subset of the O˜i,j so that the {O˜i,j}dij=1 are all linearly independent and set
Dk =
∑
i≤k di. For convenience, let us relabel our distributions {Oi}, by Oi = O˜k,l
for i ∈ [Dk + 1, Dk+1] and l = i−Dk.
Theorem 2.8. Provided r is large enough,19 there exists N1 such that the distribu-
tions (obstructions) {Oi}N1i=1 ⊂ Cr(T2,C)′ have the following properties. For each
i ≤ N1, let Vi = {g ∈ Cr(T2,C) : Oj(g) = 0 ∀j < i ;Oi(g) 6= 0}. Then there exists
C, δ > 0 such that, for all g ∈ Vi, there exists functions ℓˆk,j ∈ L∞(T2 × R>) such
that, for all t ∈ R> and x ∈ T2, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣Hx,t(g)− tαk
bk−i+Dk−1∑
j=0
(ln t)j ℓˆk,j(x, t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
{
C tαk−δ‖g‖Cr if αk > 0
C ‖g‖Cr if αk = 0,
where i ∈ (Dk−1, Dk], αk = ln |ρk|htop and bk = dk if αk > 0 and bk = dk+1 if αk = 0.
Also α1 = 1, b1 = 0 and αN1 = bN1 = 0.
The above Theorem will be proven in Section 3.
Remark 2.9. Note that in Theorem 2.8 it could happen N1 = 1, that is: either
the integral grows like t or it is bounded. This is indeed the situation, for example,
in the linear case (see Section 5.1) and hence for small smooth perturbations of the
linear case as well (see Section 5.2). In such an event the result might seem less
interesting, nonetheless it provides a relevant information.
Remark 2.10. A natural question is how to obtain a more explicit identification
of the above mentioned distributions. In particular, the analogy with the situations
studied by Flaminio-Forni would suggest (φt)∗Oj = Oj, that is the distributions
are invariant for the flow. However, note that in the present context, for j > 1,
we know only that Oj ∈ (Cs)′, for some s ≥ 2, while in general φt 6∈ C2, so
(φt)∗Oj is, in principle, not even defined. Nevertheless, we expect some Oj to be
invariant distribution for the flow, but the proof is not so obvious. We therefore
limit ourselves, in the general case, to discussing O1, that is known to be a measure
(see however Lemma 5.11 for a more in depth discussion of a specific class of
examples).
Lemma 2.11. The distribution O1 is proportional to the unique invariant measure
µ of φt.
18 Remark that the compact pat of the spectrum of LF and L
′
F
coincide (see [38, Remark 6.23]).
19 For example, ehtopλ−r/2 < 1 suffices. We refrain from giving a more precise characterization
of the minimal r since, in the present context, it is not very relevant.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.7 it follows that, for all g ≥ 0,
0 ≤ lim
n→∞
ρ−nLnF(g) = h1O1(g),
where h1 and O1 are the right and left eigendistributions of LF associated to the
eigenvalue ρ, respectively. Accordingly, O1 is a positive distribution, and hence
a measure, thus also O1 is a measure. By the ergodic theorem Hx,t(g) grows
proportional to t unless g ∈ V0 = {g : µ(g) = 0}. By Theorem 2.8 it follows that
Ker(O1) ⊂ V0. On the other hand the kernel of O1 must be a codimension one
closed subspace, hence Ker(O1) = V0. It follows that the two measures must be
proportional.20 
The next step is to study, in the case Oi(g) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N1}, the
regularity of the coboundary. As already mentioned (see Remark 1.5) it is natural
to consider only ri ≤ 1 + α. To study exactly the Ho¨lder regularity would entail
either to use a more complex Banach space or an interpolating argument. In the
spirit of giving ideas rather than a complete theory, we content ourselves with
considering Lipschitz regularity. To do so we have only to consider the derivative
of HT with respect to x. To study the growth of such a derivative, it is necessary
to introduce new adapted transfer operators LAˆ,F and L̂F the second of which is
now defined on one forms (see equation (4.27) for the precise definitions) and acts
on different Banach spaces B̂p,q (see Appendix C). The Banach spaces B̂p,q are a
bit more complex than the Bp,q used in Theorem 2.8 insofar they are really spaces
of currents rather then distributions (one has to think of dg, rather than g, as an
element of the Banach space). Apart from this, the proof of our next result, to be
found in Section 4, follows the same logic of the first proof.
Theorem 2.12. Provided r is large enough,21 there exist distributions (that we
often call obstructions) {Oi}N2i=N1+1 ⊂ Cr(T2,R)′ such that if Oi(g) = 0 for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , N2}, then g is a Lipschitz coboundary. More precisely, for appropriate
p, q, p+ q ≤ r− 2, there exists a potential Â, an operator L
F,Â acting on Bp,q and a
Banach spaces B̂p,q with a transfer operator L̂F (depending on action of the map F
on one forms) acting on it,22 such that the distributions {Oi}N2i=N1+1 are described
in terms of a base of the eigenspaces associated to the discrete eigenvalues of the
operators LF,LF,Â and L̂F.
Remark 2.13. Note that, in principle, g could be a Lipschitz coboundary even if
it is not in the kernel of the distributions {Oi}N2i=1. Indeed, the Theorem provides
only sufficient conditions. However, we believe the conditions to be generically
also necessary, but to prove this quite some more work seems necessary. We limit
ourselves to discussing such issue in a class of examples (see Lemma 5.9).
The next sections of the paper are devoted to the proof of the above claims.
Last we would like to conclude this section with the following considerations.
20 Remark that this implies that O1 is invariant for the flow φt. In fact, by using judiciously (2.9)
one could have proven directly that O1 is invariant for φt. It is possible that such a proof would
work also for eigendistributions with eigenvalues with modulus sufficiently close to one. Yet, for
smaller eigenvalues the aforementioned regularity problems seem to kick in.
21 Here r needs to be much larger than in the previous Theorem. A precise estimate is implicit in
the proof, but the reader may be better off assuming F ∈ C∞ and not worrying about this issue.
22 See (4.27) for the exact definition of such operators.
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Conjecture 2.14. The natural analogues of Theorems 2.8 and 2.12 hold in the case
of the horocycle flow on a surface of variable strictly negative curvature, where the
renormalizing dynamics is the geodesic flow, with the only modification of having
an infinite countable family of obstructions.
Remark 2.15. The difference between finitely many and countably many obstruc-
tions comes from the different spectrum of the transfer operators for maps and
flows. In the former, the discrete spectrum is always finite. In the latter, one has
a one parameter families of operators and it is then more natural to look at the
spectrum of the generator. It turns out that such a spectrum is discrete on the
right of a vertical line whose location depends on the flow regularity. Yet, it can
have countably many eigenvalues (as the laplacian on hyperbolic surfaces), hence
the countably many obstructions (see [14, 15, 20] for more details).
3. Growth of the ergodic average
As already explained, there is one further, and luckily last, conceptual obstacle
preventing the naive implementation our strategy: the functionals Hx,t are, in
general, not continuous (let alone uniformly continuous with respect to (x, t)) on the
spaces Bp,q that are detailed in Appendix B. That is, they do not belong to (Bp,q)′,
for p 6= 0.23 In fact, it is possible to introduce different Banach spaces on which the
transfer operator is quasi-compact and the functionals Hx,t are continuous (this are
spaces developed to handle piecewise smooth dynamics such as [17, 3, 18, 7]) but
the essential spectral radius of our transfer operators on such spaces would always
be rather large. Hence we would be able to obtain in this way, at best, only the
very firsts among the relevant distributions we are seeking, whereby nullifying the
appeal of our approach.
Before providing the proof of Theorem 2.8 we must thus circumvent such a
problem. To this end we introduce, for each x ∈ T2 and ϕ ∈ L∞(R>,R), the new
“mollified” functional
(3.1) Hx,ϕ(g) =
∫
R
ϕ(t) · g ◦ φt(x, V̂ (x)) dt.
It is proven in Appendix B that Hx,ϕ ∈ (Bp,q)′ provided ϕ ∈ Cp+q0 (R,R).
3.1. Proof of our first main result.
Our key claim is that the functionals (3.1) suffice for our purposes. To be more
precise let us fix t > 0 and define the sets Dsr,C = {ϕ ∈ Cr([0, t],R≥) : ‖ϕ‖Cr ≤ C}
and Dr,C = {ϕ ∈ Cr0([0, t],R>) : ‖ϕ‖Cr ≤ C}, note that such sets are locally
compact in Cr−1([0, t],R) and Cr−10 ([0, t],R), respectively.24
Lemma 3.1. There exists C∗ > 0 such that, for each n ∈ N, t ∈ R>, x ∈ T2 and
g ∈ Cr−1(Ω,R), there exists K ∈ N, {n±i }Ki=1 ⊂ N, n±K = 0, C# > n±i − n±i+1 ≥ 0,
23 The problem comes from the boundary in the domain of the integral defining them. There, in
some sense, the integrand jumps to zero and cannot be considered smooth in any effective manner.
24 Up to now the exact definition of the Cr norms was irrelevant, now instead it does matter. We
make the choice ‖ϕ‖Cr =
∑r
k=0 2
r−k‖ϕ(k)‖L∞ . It is well known that with such a norm C
r is a
Banach algebra. Also, as usual, for a Cr function on a closed set, we mean that there exists an
extension on some larger open set.
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n−i + n
+
i > n
−
i+1 + n
+
i+1, and {ϕ±i }Ki=1 ⊂ Dr,C∗ , {ϕ±} ⊂ Dsr,C∗ such that
Hx,t(g) =
∑
σ∈{+,−}
(
K∑
i=1
H
Fn
σ
i (x),ϕσi
(Lnσi
F
g) +Hx,ϕσ(g)
)
.
Moreover, max{| suppϕ±|, | suppϕ±i |} ≤ 1.
Finally ϕ−1 = ϕ
+
1 and n
±
1 = nt where nt = inf{n ∈ N : τn(x, t) < 1} satisfies the
bounds
(3.2)
ln t
htop
− C# ≤ nt ≤ ln t
htop
+ C#.
Before proving Lemma 3.1, let us use it and prove our first main result.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. By Proposition 2.7 we have
(3.3) LF =
m∑
j=0
(ρjΠj +Qj) + Rp,q
where m is a finite number, ρj , |ρj+1| ≤ |ρj | ≤ ehtop , are complex eigenvalues of
LF, Πj are finite rank projectors, Qj are nilpotent operators. That is, there exists
{dj}mj=1 such that Qdjj = 0 and, if dj > 1, then Qdj−1 6= 0. Finally, Rp,q is a
linear operator with spectral radius at most eβess where eβess = λ−min(p,q)ehtop . In
addition, ΠjRp,q = Rp,qΠj = QjRp,q = Rp,qQj = 0. Moreover, for each i 6= j,
[Πi,Πj ] = [Πi, Qj ] = [Qi, Qj ] = 0 and Π
2
i = Πi, ΠiQi = QiΠi = Qi. In other words
the operator LF is quasi compact and it has a spectral decomposition in Jordan
Block of size dj plus a non compact part of small spectral radius. Note as well
that d1 = 1, Q1 = 0 and Π1 is a one dimensional projection corresponding to the
eigenvalue ehtop which is the only eigenvalue of modulus ehtop . Finally, set
αj =
ln |ρj |
htop
; N˜1 =
m∑
j=1
dj .
If r is large enough, we can choose p, q, m and ε such that |ρj | ≥ 1 for all j ≤ m,
βess < 0 and e
βess + ε < 1, hence supn ‖Rnp,q‖p,q ≤ C#. Then, setting g = g ◦ π,
Lemmata 2.6, 3.1 and B.4, together with the spectral decomposition (3.3), imply∣∣∣∣∣∣Hx,t(g)−
m∑
j=0
∑
σ∈{+,−}
K∑
i=1
H
Fn
σ
i (x),ϕσi
((ρjΠj +Qj)
nσi g)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C#‖g‖L∞ + C#‖Rnp,qg‖p,q
≤ C#‖g‖p,q.
On the other hand, setting
ℓj(x, t, g) =
{
ρ−ntj n
−dj+1
t
∑
σ∈{+,−}
∑K
i=1HFn
σ
i (x),ϕσi
((ρjΠj +Qj)
nσi g) if |ρj | > 1
n
−dj
t
∑
σ∈{+,−}
∑K
i=1HFn
σ
i (x),ϕσi
((ρjΠj +Qj)
nσi g) if |ρj | = 1,
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we have, in the first case,25
|ℓj(x, t, g)| ≤ C#
nt∑
n=1
ρ−ntj n
−dj
t ‖(ρjΠj +Qj)ng‖p,q
≤ C#
nt∑
n=1
ρ−ntj n
−dj
t ρ
n
j n
dj‖g‖p,q ≤ C#‖g‖p,q
and the same estimate holds in the second case. Note that the function ℓj have a
natural decomposition ℓj =
∑dj−1
k=0 n
k
t ρ
nt
j ℓj,k. Collecting the above yields
(3.4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣Hx,t(g)−
m∑
j=0
ρntj
dj−1∑
k=0
nkt ℓj,k(x, t, g)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C#‖g‖p,q.
To conclude note that Πj =
∑dj
i=1 hj,i ⊗Oj,i with hj,i ∈ Bp,q and Oj,i ∈ (Bp,q)′ ⊂
(Cr(Ω,R)′. Finally, since π∗ : Cr(T2,R) ⊂ Cr(Ω,R), we have that O˜j,i := π∗Oi,j ∈
(Cr(T2,R))′, and Oj,i(g) = O˜j,i(g). Note that it might happen π∗Oj,i = π∗Oj′,i′
or π∗Oj,i = 0 (see Section 5.1). Let N1 be the cardinality of the set {π∗Oj,i}.
Then, by construction, if g ∈ Vi, then ℓj(x, t, g) ≡ 0 for all j such that i ≤ Dj−1.
Hence the Theorem follows. 
3.2. Decomposition in proper functionals.
This section is devoted to showing that the functionals Hx,t can be written in terms
of well behaved functionals plus a bounded error.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Fix x ∈ T2 and t ∈ R>. By definition τnt(x, t) ∈ (Λ−1, 1)
for some fixed Λ > 1.
Let δ ∈ (0,Λ−1/4) small and C∗ > 0 large enough to be fixed later. We can now
fix n1 = nt. Note that the claimed bound on nt follows directly by [31, Lemma
C.3]. Next, chose ψ ∈ Dr,C∗/2 such that suppψ ⊂ (δ, τn1 − δ), ψ|[2δ,τn1−2δ] = 1. Set
ψ− = (1− ψ)1[0,τn1/2], ψ+ = (1− ψ)1[τn1/2,τn1 ]. Then ψ± ∈ Dsr,C∗ and we can use
Lemma 2.6 to write
Hx,t(g) = HFn1(x),τn1(x,t)(Ln1F g)
= HFn1(x),ψ−(Ln1F g) +HFn1(x),ψ(Ln1F g) +HFn1(x),ψ+(Ln1F g).
We are happy with the middle term which, by Lemma B.4, is a continuous functional
of Ln1
F
g, not so the other two terms. We have thus to take care of them. A
computation analogous to the one done in Lemma 2.6 yields, for each n ∈ N,
(3.5) Hx,ϕ◦τn(x,·)(g) = HFn(x),ϕ(LnFg).
We will use the above to prove inductively the formula
Hx,t(g) =H
Fn
−
k (x),ψ−
k
(Ln
−
k
F
g) +H
Fn
+
k (x),ψ+
k
(Ln
+
k
F
g)
+
∑
σ∈{+,−}
k∑
i=1
H
Fn
σ
i (x),ϕσi
(Lnσi
F
g)
(3.6)
25 Note that the n±i in Lemma 3.1 cannot be more than nt, hence K ≤ nt.
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where ψ±1 = ψ
±, ϕ±1 =
1
2ψ, n
±
1 = n1, ψ
±
k ∈ Dsr,C∗ , {ϕ±i } ⊂ Dr,C∗ , ‖ψ±k ‖L∞ ≤ 1,
‖ϕ±k ‖L∞ ≤ 1, (b±k , b±k ∓ δ) ⊂ suppψ±k ⊂ (b±k , b±k ∓ 2δ), suppϕ±k ⊂ (b±k , b±k ∓ 1),
b−k = 0 and b
+
k ∈ [0,Λn
+
k ], b+1 = t.
Let us consider the first term on the right hand side of the first line of (3.6) (the
second one can be treated in total analogy). Let supp(ψ−k ) = [0, ak] and define
m + 1 = inf{n ∈ N : τ−1n (Fn
−
k (x), ak) ≥ 1}. Note that, by construction, there
exists a fixed m ∈ N such that m ≥ m, also m can be made large by choosing δ
small. Hence ψ̂−k (s) = ψ
−
k ◦ τm(Fn
−
k (x), s) is supported in the interval [0, 1) and
the support contains [0,Λ−1].
Next, we need an estimate on the norm of ψ̂−k . We state it in a sub-lemma so
the reader can easily choose to skip the, direct but rather tedious, proof.
Sub-Lemma 3.2. Provided we choose δ small and C∗ large enough, we have
ψ̂−k ∈ Dr,C∗/2,
where n−k+1 = n
−
k −m.
Proof. First of all ‖ψ−k ‖L∞ ≤ 1, and26
‖ψ̂−k ‖Cr ≤
r∑
j=0
2r−j‖ψ−k ‖Cj‖ν˜zk,m‖Cr−1‖ν˜zk,m‖Cr−2 · · · ‖ν˜zk,m‖Cr−j
≤ 2r + C∗
r∑
j=1
‖ν˜zk,m‖Cr−1‖ν˜zk,m‖Cr−2 · · · ‖ν˜zk,m‖Cr−j
(3.7)
where zk = F
n−
k (x) and, for each j ∈ N and z ∈ T2, ν˜z,m(s) = νm(φs(z)), where
νm is defined in (1.3). Note that, although νm is, in general, only C1+α, by (1.4) it
follows that the map s→ ν˜z,m(s) ∈ Cr−1 and hence, for all z ∈ T2, 〈V,∇ν˜z〉◦φ(·) ∈
Cr−2. We can thus continue and compute
d
ds
ν˜zk,m(s) =
d
ds
m−1∏
j=0
ν1(F
j(φs(zk)))
= ν˜zk,m(s)
m−1∑
l=0
〈∇ν1(F l ◦ φs(zk)), V (F l ◦ φs(zk))〉
ν1(F l ◦ φs(zk)) ν˜zk,l(s)
= ν˜zk,m(s)
m−1∑
l=0
[ 〈V,∇ν1〉
ν1
]
◦ φτl(zk,s)(F l(zk))ν˜zk,l(s).
The above, by induction, implies that there exist increasing constants Aq ≥ 1 such
that ‖ν˜zk,m‖Cq ≤ Aq‖ν˜zk,m‖C0 . Indeed, [ 〈V,∇ν1〉ν1 ] ◦ φ· ∈ Cr−2, and∥∥∥∥[ 〈V,∇ν1〉ν1
]
◦ φτl(zk,·)(F l(zk))
∥∥∥∥
Cq
≤
q∑
i=0
2q−i
∥∥∥∥[ 〈V,∇ν1〉ν1
]
◦ φ·(F l(z))
∥∥∥∥
Cq
‖ν˜F l(zk),l‖iCq−1
≤ C#
q∑
i=0
Aiq−1λ
−il ≤ C#Aqq−1.
26 Here we use the formula ‖f ◦ g‖Cr ≤
∑r
k=0 2
r−k‖f‖
Ck
‖Dg‖Cr−1‖Dg‖Cr−2 · · · ‖Dg‖Cr−k , that
can be verified by induction.
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Thus,
‖ν˜zk,m‖Cq+1 = 2q‖ν˜zk,m‖C0 + ‖
d
ds
ν˜zk,m‖Cq
≤ 2q‖ν˜zk,m‖C0 + ‖ν˜zk,m‖Cq
m−1∑
l=0
C#A
q
q−1Aq−1λ
−l
≤
[
2q +AqC#A
q+1
q−1
]
‖ν˜zk,m‖C0 =: Aq+1‖ν˜zk,m‖C0 .
We did not try to optimize the above computation since the only relevant point is
that the Aq do not depend on m. Accordingly, if we choose δ small (and hence m
large) enough, we have ‖ν˜zk,m‖Cq ≤ 14 for all q ≤ r − 1. Using the above fact in
(3.7) yields
‖ψ̂−k ‖Cr ≤ 2r + C∗
r∑
j=1
4−j = 2r +
1
3
C∗
which implies the Lemma provided we choose C∗ large. 
By (3.5), we have
H
Fn
−
k (x),ψ−
k
(Ln
−
k
F
g) = H
F
n
−
k+1(x),ψ̂−
k
(Ln
−
k+1
F
g).
Again we can write ψ−k+1 = (1 − ψ)ψ̂−k 1[0,2δ] and ϕ−k+1 = ψ̂−k − ψ−k+1. Then,
sup{‖ψ−k+1‖Cr([0,1],R), ‖ϕ−k+1‖Cr0(R,R)} ≤ C∗
and [0, δ] ⊂ suppψ−k+1 ⊂ [0, 2δ]. Accordingly
H
Fn
−
k (x),ψ−
k
(Ln
−
k
F
g) = H
F
n
−
k+1(x),ψ−
k+1
(Ln
−
k+1
F
g) +H
F
n
−
k+1(x),ϕ−
k+1
(Ln
−
k+1
F
g).
The Lemma is thus proven by taking k = K, so that n±K = 0.
27

4. Coboundary regularity
We first prove several claims stated in the introduction and set up some notation.
Then we prove our main results concerning coboundary regularity.
4.1. Parabolic.
In the introduction we called the flow φt parabolic, but no evidence was provided
for this name. It is now time to substantiate such an assertion.
Remark 4.1. Note that the following Lemma shows only that the differential cannot
grow more than polynomially, yet the possibility remains open that it does not grow
at all, as in the linear model (or when the map is Lipschitz conjugated to the linear
model). In such a case the flows should be more properly called elliptic. This is
not always the case, as one can see in an explicit class of examples worked out in
Section 5.2 (see Lemma 5.16).
Lemma 4.2. There exists C, β > 0 such that, for all x ∈ T2 and t ∈ R, letting
ξ(s) = Dxφs, we have
‖ξ‖Cr−1((0,t),GL(2,R)) ≤ C|t|β .
27 If more steps are needed on one side, say the plus side, one can simply set n−k+1 = n
−
k ,
ψ−k+1 = ψ
−
k and ϕ
−
k = 0 for all the extra steps.
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Proof. Since φ−t = φ−t , where φ
−
t is the flow generated by −V , and the following
argument is insensitive to orientation, it suffices to consider the case t ≥ 0. It
turns out to be convenient to define V ⊥(x) as the perpendicular vector to V (x)
such that ‖V ⊥(x)‖ = ‖V (x)‖−1. In this way we can use {V (x), V ⊥(x)} as basis of
the tangent space at x, and the changes of variable are uniformly bounded, with
determinant one and Cr in the flow direction. In such coordinates we have
(4.1) Dxφt =
(
1 a(x, t)
0 b(x, t)
)
.
To have a more precise understanding of the above matrix elements, we have to
use the knowledge that the dynamics is renormalizable. To start with we must
differentiate (1.7):
Dφt(x)F
n ·Dxφt = DFn(x)φτn(x,t) ·DxFn + V (φτn(x,t)(Fn(x))) ⊗∇τn(x, t)
= DFn(x)φτn(x,t) ·DxFn
[
1+ νn(x)
−1V (x) ⊗∇τn(x, t)
]
,
(4.2)
where we have used (1.3) and (2.8). Hence, setting
(4.3) Ax,t,n = 1+ νn(x)
−1V (x) ⊗∇τn(x, τ−1n (x, t)),
we have
Dxφt =Dφτn(x,t)◦Fn(x)F
−n ·DFn(x)φτn(x,t) ·DxFn · Ax,τn(x,t),n.(4.4)
Thus, by equations (4.1) and (4.4) we have, for each n ∈ N,
b(x, t) = 〈V ⊥(φt(x)), Dφτn(x,t)◦Fn(x)F−n ·DFn(x)φτn(x,t) ·DxFn ·Ax,τn(x,t),nV ⊥(x)〉
(4.5) = 〈V ⊥(φt(x)), Dφτn(x,t)◦Fn(x)F−n ·DFn(x)φτn(x,t) ·DxFnV ⊥(x)〉.
Choose n so that τn ∈ [Λ−1, 1], hence n is proportional to ln t. By compactness it
follows that ‖DFn(x)φτn(x,t)‖ ≤ C#. Hence, there exists β0 > 0 such that
sup
x∈T2
|b(x, t)| ≤ C#tβ0 .
On the other hand, by the semigroup property, for each m ∈ N,
Dxφm =
m−1∏
i=0
(
1 a(φi(x), 1)
0 b(φi(x), 1)
)
=
(
1
∑m−1
j=0 a(φj(x), 1)b(x, j)
0 b(x,m)
)
.
Since, again by compactness, |a(x, 1)| ≤ C#, it follows
|a(x,m)| ≤ C#
m−1∑
j=0
|b(x, j)| ≤ C#
m−1∑
j=0
jβ0 ≤ C#mβ0+1.
Hence
‖ξ‖C0((0,t),GL(2,R)) ≤ C#tβ
with β = β0 + 1.
To estimate the derivatives notice that ξ˙(s) = Dφs(x)V ξ(s). To understand
the regularity of the above equation, recall that the stable foliation can be ex-
pressed in local coordinates by (x1, G(x1, x2)), where G(·, x2) ∈ Cr, G(0, x2) =
x2, so that {(x1, G(x1, x2))}x1∈R is the leaf through the point x = (x1, x2), and
(1, ∂x1G(x)) = V (x). It is known that, in such coordinates, ∂x2G(·, x2) ∈ Cr−1 uni-
formly, see [35] and references therein. Then, by Schwarz Theorem [48], if follows
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that ∂x2∂x1G(·, x2) ∈ Cr−2. Hence, DV ◦ φt is a Cr−2 function of t, with uniformly
bounded norm. Accordingly, for each k ∈ {0, . . . , r − 2},
‖ξ‖Ck+1((0,t),GL(2,R)) ≤ ‖ξ˙‖Ck((0,t),GL(2,R)) + 2k+1‖ξ‖C0((0,t),GL(2,R))
≤ Ck‖ξ‖Ck((0,t),GL(2,R)),
from which the Lemma readily follows. 
4.2. Some preliminary facts.
In this section we establish some facts and formulae needed in the following.
First of all recall that given a one form ω(x) =
∑2
i=1 ai(x)dxi and a diffeomor-
phism G ∈ C1(T2,T2) the pullback of the form is given by
(4.6) G∗ω(x) = ai(G(x))(DxG)ijdxj ,
where we have used the usual convention on the summation of repeated indexes;
moreover recall that for a vector field v the pushforward is given by
G∗v(x) = DG−1(x)G · v(G−1(x)).
Next, we spell out the cocycle properties of τn.
Lemma 4.3. For each x ∈ T2, n,m ∈ N we have
τm(F
n(x), τn(x, s)) = τn+m(x, s)
Proof. By definition
τm(F
n(x), τn(x, t)) =
∫ τn(x,t)
0
νm(φs(F
n(x)))ds
=
∫ t
0
νm(φτn(x,s)(F
n(x)))νn(φs(x))ds
=
∫ t
0
νm(F
n ◦ φs(x))νn(φs(x))ds
=
∫ t
0
νn+m(φs(x))ds = τn+m(x, t),
where we have used (1.7). 
By Lemma 4.3, and using (1.9), (1.7), we can write, for all n ∈ {0, . . . , nT },28
(4.7) HT (g)(x) = −
∫
R≥
χ ◦ τnT−n(Fn(x), s)
(
g
νn
)
◦ F−n ◦ φs ◦ Fn(x)ds.
As we are now aware of the fact that the discontinuity of the test function χ
at zero will create problems,29 we take care of the problem right away. Given
̟ ∈ (0, 1/4), small enough, let T > 0 and n∗ ∈ N be large enough and such that
supz∈T2 τn∗(z, 1) ≤ ̟ and nT ≥ n∗. Then, we can chose n = nT − n∗ and write
χ ◦ τn∗(FnT−n∗(x), s) = χ(s)χ ◦ τn∗(FnT−n∗(x), s) + (1 − χ(s))χ ◦ τn∗(FnT−n∗(x), s)
= χ(s) + (1− χ(s))χ ◦ τn∗(FnT−n∗(x), s).
28 We have used the fact that, by definition, τnT (x, T ) ≥ 1 while suppχ ⊂ [0, 1].
29 The integral will not belong to the dual of the appropriate Banach space.
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Thus, setting χ∗(z, s) = (1− χ(τ−1n∗ (F−n∗(z), s)))χ(s), we can write (4.7) as
HT (g)(x) =−
∫
R
χ∗(FnT (x), s)
(
g
νnT
)
◦ F−nT ◦ φs ◦ FnT (x)ds
−
∫
R≥
χ ◦ τnT−n∗(x, s)g ◦ φs(x)ds
=: H
⋆
T (g)(x) −
∫
R≥
χ ◦ τnT−n∗(x, s)g ◦ φs(x)ds.
(4.8)
Note that the first term contains now a smooth compactly supported test function,
while the second term is exactly of the same initial form, that is (1.9), (apart from
the fact that nT is replaced by nT − n∗). Hence, it suffices to study H⋆T (g)(x).
Before doing so let us show that HT (g) is really the right quantity to consider.
4.3. Continuous coboundary.
In Section 3.1 we have seen that if g belongs to the kernel of enough distributions
Oi, then the Hx,t(g) are all uniformly bounded. In the introduction we claimed
that this implies that g is a continuous coboundary, now is the time to prove it.
Proof of Lemma 1.4. Setting, as before, g = g ◦ π, by equations (1.9), (3.1),
(3.5) and using repeatedly formula (4.8) we have
HT (g)(x) = −Hx,χ◦τnT (x,·)(g)
= −
KT∑
l=0
HFn∗l(x),χ∗(Fn∗l(x),·)(Ln∗lF g)−
∫
R≥
χ(s)g ◦ φs(x)ds,
where KTn∗ = nT . By hypothesis Oi(g) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N1}, hence
‖Ln
F
g‖p,q ≤ Cgθn for some θ ∈ (0, 1) (see the proof of Theorem 2.8 for details).
Thus, by Lemma B.4, it follows that also |HFn(x),χ∗(Fn∗l(x),·)(LnFg)| ≤ Cgθn. Hence,
for all T ′ ≥ T > 0,
(4.9) ‖HT (g)−HT ′(g)‖C0 ≤ CgθnT ,
which, recalling (3.2), implies the existence of the limit.
To prove the second statement of the Lemma, observe that, recalling the prop-
erties of χ specified after (1.9),
〈V (x),∇HT (g)(x)〉 = −
∫ T
0
dt χ ◦ τnT (x, t)〈DxφtV (x), (∇g) ◦ φt(x)〉
−
∫ T
0
dt χ′ ◦ τnT (x, t)
[∫ t
0
〈DxφsV (x), (∇νnT ) ◦ φs(x)〉ds
]
g ◦ φt(x)dt
= −
∫ T
0
dt χ ◦ τnT (x, t)〈V (φt(x)), (∇g) ◦ φt(x)〉
−
∫ T
0
dt χ′ ◦ τnT (x, t)
[∫ t
0
〈V (φs(x)), (∇νnT ) ◦ φs(x)〉ds
]
g ◦ φt(x)dt
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where we have used (2.8) and the notation of the previous section. Hence,
〈V (x),∇HT (g)(x)〉 = −
∫ T
0
dt χ ◦ τnT (x, t)
(
d
dt
g ◦ φt(x)
)
−
∫ T
0
dt χ′ ◦ τnT (x, t) [νnT ◦ φt(x) − νnT (x)] g ◦ φt(x)dt
= −
∫ T
0
dt
d
dt
(χ ◦ τnT (x, t)g ◦ φt(x)) + νnT (x)
∫ T
0
dt χ′ ◦ τnT (x, t)g ◦ φt(x)
= g(x) + νnT (x)
∫ T
0
dt χ′ ◦ τnT (x, t)g ◦ φt(x).
(4.10)
On the other hand∫ T
0
dt χ′ ◦ τnT (x, t)g ◦ φt(x) = HFn(x),χ′(LnFg),
which, by the same argument as before, is uniformly bounded. Integrating (4.10)
along the flow, yields, for all t ∈ R,
HT (g)(φt(x)) −HT (g)(x) =
∫ t
0
d
ds
HT (g)(φs(x))ds
=
∫ t
0
〈V (φs(x)),∇HT (g)(φs(x))〉ds =
∫ t
0
g ◦ φs(x)ds +O(λ−nT t).
The Lemma follows remembering (3.2) and taking the limit T →∞. 
To study the coboundary regularity we will investigate the regularity ofHt(g). In
reality, we will investigate only the first derivative, see Remark 1.5 for a discussion
of this choice.
4.4. An explicit formula for the coboundary derivative.
Our goal here is to establish an explicit formula for the derivative of (4.8).
For each vector field v ∈ C0(T2,R2), noticing that30
∇zχ∗(z, s) = −χ(s)χ′(τ−1n∗ (F−n∗(z), s))
(DzF
−n∗)∗∇zτn∗(F−n∗(z), τ−1n∗ (F−n∗(z), s))
(∂tτn∗)(F
−n∗(z), τ−1n∗ (F−n∗(z), s))
,
and setting, s∗(x, s) = τ−1n∗ (F
−n∗(x), s),
(4.11) ϑj(x, s) = −χ(s)χ′(s∗(x, s)) 〈∇xτn∗(F
−n∗(x), s∗(x, s)), DxF j−n∗v〉
νn∗ ◦ φs∗(x,s)(F−n∗(x))
we have that
〈v(x),∇H⋆T (g)(x)〉 = −
∫
R
ds ϑnT (F
nT (x), s)
(
g
νnT
)
◦ F−nT ◦ φs ◦ FnT (x)
+
∫
R
ds χ∗(FnT (x), s)〈Dx(F−nT ◦ φs ◦ FnT )v,
[
g
ν2nT
∇νnT
]
◦ F−nT ◦ φs ◦ FnT (x)〉
−
∫
R
ds χ∗(FnT (x), s)〈Dx(F−nT ◦ φs ◦ FnT )v, ∇g
νnT
◦ F−nT ◦ φs ◦ FnT (x)〉.
30 Given a matrix A we use A∗ to designate the transpose.
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Recall that
∇νn = ∇
n−1∏
j=0
ν1 ◦ F j =
n−1∑
j=0
νn(DF
j)∗
[∇ν1
ν1
◦ F j
]
.(4.12)
Setting (with a mild abuse of notation) χ∗(s) = χ∗(FnT (x), s), we can write
〈v(x),∇H⋆T (g)(x)〉 = −
∫
R
dt ϑnT (F
nT (x), t)
(
g
νnT
)
◦ F−nT ◦ φt ◦ FnT (x)
−
∫
R
dt χ∗(t)
[(F−nT ◦ φt)∗dg] (FnT∗ v)
νnT ◦ F−nT ◦ φt
◦ FnT (x)
+
nT−1∑
j=0
∫
R
dt χ∗(t)
[
(F−nT+j ◦ φt)∗(LjF g · d ln ν1)
]
(FnT∗ v)
νnT−j ◦ F−nT+j ◦ φt
◦ FnT (x)dt.
(4.13)
Next, we need an explicit formula for d ln ν1. To this end notice that
(4.14) ∂xkV = p
∗
kV + pkVˆ
⊥,
where (Vˆ1, Vˆ2) = Vˆ = ‖V ‖−1V and Vˆ ⊥ = (−Vˆ2, Vˆ1). Then, differentiating ‖V ‖2
and DFV = ν1V ◦ F , respectively, we have
p∗k = ∂xk ln ‖V ‖ ∈ Cr−1
(∂xkDF )V + pkDFVˆ
⊥ = −p∗kν1V ◦ F + ∂xkν1V ◦ F
+ ν1
∑
j
∂xkFj
[
p∗jV + pj Vˆ
⊥
]
◦ F.
(4.15)
Multiplying the latter by Vˆ ⊥ ◦ F , since DF ∗(Vˆ ⊥ ◦ F ) = ‖V ‖ detDFν1‖V ◦F‖ Vˆ ⊥, yields
〈Vˆ ⊥ ◦ F, ∂xkDFV 〉+ pk
‖V ‖ detDF
‖V ‖ ◦ Fν1 = ν1
∑
j
∂xkFjpj ◦ F.
Note that, due to the condition that F is uniformly hyperbolic we can assume
(eventually using a power of F instead of F )
(4.16)
‖V ‖ detDF
‖V ‖ ◦ Fν1 > λ > 1 > λ
−1 > ν1;
hence, setting
(4.17) Γ(x, v)k = 〈(DxFv)⊥, ∂xkDxFv〉
‖V (x)‖
detDxF
,
we have31
(4.18) p =
ν21‖V ‖ ◦ F
‖V ‖ detDF DF
∗p ◦ F − Γ(Vˆ ).
It is then natural to set
(4.19) A =
ν21‖V ‖ ◦ F
‖V ‖ detDF
31 By Γ(Vˆ ) we mean the function Γ(·, Vˆ (·)) and p = (p1, p2) ∈ R2.
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and write32
(4.20) p = −
∞∑
m=0
m−1∏
j=0
A ◦ F j
 (DFm)∗Γ(Vˆ ) ◦ Fm.
In the same way, but multiplying the second of (4.15) by Vˆ ◦ F , we obtain
∂xk ln ν1 = pkE +Bk
Bk =
〈Vˆ ◦ F, (∂xkDF )Vˆ 〉‖V ‖
ν1‖V ‖ ◦ F + p
∗
k − (DF ∗p∗ ◦ F )k
E =
〈Vˆ ◦ F,DF Vˆ ⊥〉
ν1‖V ‖ ◦ F .
(4.21)
Note that, by equations (4.21) and (4.20),
(DF−nT+j)∗(∇ ln ν1) ◦ F−nT+j = (DF−nT+j)∗B ◦ F−nT+j
− E ◦ F−nT+j
nT−j∑
m=0
[
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l−nT+j
]
(DF−nT+j+m)∗Γ(Vˆ ) ◦ F−nT+j+m
− E ◦ F−nT+j
∞∑
m=1
 m−1∏
l=−nT+j
A ◦ F l
 (DFm)∗Γ(Vˆ ) ◦ Fm.
(4.22)
We can thus express the last line of (4.13) in terms of the transfer operators (acting
on one forms ω = 〈ω¯(x), dx〉 and functions g, respectively)
(L̂F ω)x = 〈(DxF−1)∗(ν−11 ω¯) ◦ F−1(x), dx〉
LF,Ag = LF (Ag).
(4.23)
Indeed, using the above notation, equation (4.22), and setting ωB = 〈B, dx〉 and
ωΓ = 〈Γ(Vˆ ), dx〉, allows to rewrite (4.13) as
〈v(F−nT (x)),∇H⋆T (g)(F−nT (x))〉 = −
∫
R
dt ϑnT (x, t)(LnTF g) ◦ φt(x)
−
∫
R
dt χ∗(x, t){[φ∗t L̂nTF dg](FnT∗ v)}(x)
+
nT−1∑
j=0
∫
R
dt χ∗(x, t){[φ∗t L̂nT−jF ((LjF g) · ωB)](FnT∗ v)}(x)
−
nT−1∑
j=0
nT−j∑
m=0
∫
R
dt χ∗(x, t){[φ∗t (L̂nT−j−mF (LmF,AELjF g) · ωΓ)](FnT∗ v)}(x)
−
nT−1∑
j=0
∞∑
m=1
∫
R
dtΨm(x, t)(LnT−jF,A ELjF g) ◦ φt(x) ;
Ψm(x, t) = χ∗(x, t)
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l ◦ φt(x) · [(Fm ◦ φt)∗ωΓ(FnT∗ v)(x)].
(4.24)
32 The series is convergent due to (4.16).
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Next, we need bounds on ϑm and Ψm.
33 Let us call νun the maximal eigenvalue of
DFn, then ‖DxFn‖ ≤ C#νun(x).
Lemma 4.4. For each m ∈ N and x ∈ T2, we have,
‖ϑm(x, ·)‖Cr−1(R>,R) ≤ Cr,n∗νum(x)‖v‖
‖Ψm(x, ·)‖Cr−1(R>,R) ≤ Cr,n∗νm(x)νunT (x)‖v‖.
Proof. First of all note that, by the smoothness of the stable manifolds of an Anosov
map (see [35] and references therein) it follows that ν1 ◦ φ(·) ∈ Cr−1(R, C1+α(T2)).
Hence, by using repeatedly Schwarz theorem [48], we have that, for each p < r,
∇(∂pt ν1) ◦ φt(x) = ∂pt (∇ν1) ◦ φt(x). This implies supx∈T2 ‖∇ν1 ◦ φ(·)(x)‖Cr−1 ≤ Cr.
Also, since Cr−1 is a Banach algebra and
∂tνn ◦ φt(x) =
n−1∑
k=0
νn ◦ φt(x)νk ◦ φt(x)〈V,∇(ln ν1)〉 ◦ F k ◦ φt(x)
∂tDφt(x)F
n =
n−1∑
k=0
2∑
j=1
[
Dφt(x)F
n−k−1∂xjDFk◦φt(x)FDφt(x)F
k
]
νj ◦ φt(x)Vj ◦ F k ◦ φt(x)
we have, by induction on n and r, ‖νn◦φ(·)(x)‖Cr−1((0,1),R) ≤ Cr‖νn(φ(·)x)‖C0((0,1),R)
and ‖Dφ(·)(x)Fn‖Cr−1((0,1),R) ≤ Cr‖νun ◦ φ(·)(x)‖C0((0,1),R), thus, recalling (4.12),
‖∇νn ◦ φ(·)(x)‖Cr−1((0,1),R) ≤ Crνn(x)νun(x).34
In addition, by (1.5) we have
∇τn(x, t) =
∫ t
0
Dxφ
∗
s∇νn ◦ φs(x)ds.
It follows, using Lemma 4.2 and since Cr is an algebra, that
(4.25) ‖∇τn ◦ φ(·)(x)‖Cr((0,1),R2) ≤ Crνn(x)νun(x).
The first inequality in the Lemma follows remembering the definition (4.11).
Let us prove the second. By equations (4.17), (4.19) and the smoothness of the
stable manifolds of an Anosov map (see [35] and references therein) it follows that
Γ(Vˆ ) ◦ φt and A ◦ φt are uniformly (in x) Cr−1-bounded functions of t. For each
x ∈ T2 we have
∂t
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l ◦ φt(x) =
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l ◦ φt(x) ·
m−1∑
l=0
νl ◦ φt(∂sA ◦ φs|s=0) ◦ F l ◦ φt(x)
A ◦ F l ◦ φt(x) .
Since each further derivative of a function composed with F l ◦ φt produces the
multiplicative factor νl, it follows∥∥∥∥∥
m−1∑
l=0
νl ◦ φt(∂sA ◦ φs|s=0) ◦ F l ◦ φt(x)
A ◦ F l ◦ φt(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
Cr−2
≤ C#.
On the other hand, notice that detDxF = ν1(x)ν
u
1 (x)
θ◦F (x)
θ(x) , where θ(x) depends
only on the angle between the stable and unstable direction at x and on ‖V (x)‖.
33 Remark that the point of the next Lemma is that the bounds do not depend on r, apart from
an irrelevant multiplicative constant.
34 Here we have used Gro¨nwall’s inequality to prove ‖νn ◦ φ(·)(x)‖C0((0,1),R) ≤ C#νn(x), and the
same for νun .
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Accordingly, ∥∥∥∥∥
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l ◦ φ(·)(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
C0
≤ C# νm(x)
νum(x)
.
Thus, we have, by induction,∥∥∥∥∥
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l ◦ φ(·)(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
Cr−1
≤ 2r−1
∥∥∥∥∥
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l ◦ φ(·)(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
C0
+
∥∥∥∥∥∂t
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l ◦ φ(·)(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
Cr−2
≤ 2r−1
∥∥∥∥∥
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l ◦ φ(·)(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
C0
+ C#
∥∥∥∥∥
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l ◦ φ(·)(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
Cr−2
≤ Cr
∥∥∥∥∥
m−1∏
l=0
A ◦ F l ◦ φ(·)(x)
∥∥∥∥∥
C0
≤ Cr νm(x)
νum(x)
.
Analogously, ‖DxFm ◦ φ(·)‖Cr−1 ≤ Crνum(x), from which the Lemma follows. 
As in section 3 we are left with one last problem: the potentials may be non
smooth. Such a problem can be solved in the same way as before: extending all
the objects to a subset Ω of the unitary tangent bundle.
Recall that (x, v) ∈ Ω is a three dimensional subset of T2 × R2, thus we can
naturally write vectors in TΩ as (w, η), w ∈ TT2 and η ∈ R2. Accordingly, a one
form g on Ω at a point (x, v) acts on a vector (w, η) as g(x,v)((w, η)).
Next, let us define
Â ◦ F−1(x, v) = ‖V ◦ F
−1(x)‖ detDxF−1
‖DxF−1v‖2‖V (x)‖
B̂k(x, v) =
〈DxFv, (∂xkDxF )v〉
‖DxFv‖2 + p
∗
k(x)− (DxF ∗p∗ ◦ F (x))k
Ê(x, v) =
〈DxFv,DxF v⊥〉
‖DxFv‖2‖V (x)‖ .
(4.26)
We can then define the operators, acting, respectively, on functions g and on one
forms g defined on Ω by
L
F,Âg = LF(Âg)[
L̂Fg
]
(x,v)
=
‖DxF−1v‖ ‖V (x)‖
‖V ◦ F−1(x)‖
[
(F−1)∗g
]
(x,v)
.
(4.27)
The relation with the previously defined operators is given by the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.5. For each x ∈ T2 and w ∈ R2 we have35
[L
F,Â(g ◦ π)](x, Vˆ (x)) = LF,A(g)(x) = (LF,A(g)) ◦ π(x, Vˆ (x))[
L̂Fπ∗dg
]
(x,Vˆ (x))
(w, 0) =
[
L̂F dg
]
x
(w) =
[
π∗(L̂Fdg)
]
(x,Vˆ (x))
(w, 0).
Proof. By direct computation Â(x, Vˆ (x)) = A(x) and the first statement of the
Lemma follows. The second follows directly from the definition since (F−n)∗π∗dg =
π∗(F−n)∗dg. 
35 See (4.23) for the definition of LF,A and L̂F .
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Recalling equation (2.11) and Lemma 4.5, and setting x = (x, Vˆ (x)), g = g ◦ π,
we can rewrite (4.24) as:
〈v(F−nT (x)),∇H⋆T (g)(F−nT (x))〉 = −
∫
R
dt ϑnT (x, t)(LnTF g) ◦ φt(x)
−
∫
R
dt χ∗(x, t){[φ∗t L̂nTF π∗dg](FnT∗ (v, 0))}(x)
+
nT−1∑
j=0
∫
R
dt χ∗(x, t){[φ∗t L̂nT−jF ((LjFg) · ωˆB)](FnT∗ (v, 0))}(x)
−
nT−1∑
j=0
nT−j∑
m=0
∫
R
dt χ∗(x, t){[φ∗t (L̂nT−j−mF (LmF,ÂÊL
j
F
g) · ωˆΓ)](FnT∗ (v, 0))}(x)
−
nT−1∑
j=0
∞∑
m=1
∫
R
dtΨm(x, t)(LnT−j
F,Â
ÊLj
F
g) ◦ φt(x)
ωˆB = 〈(B̂, 0), (dx, dv)〉; ωˆΓ = 〈(Γ(v), 0), (dx, dv)〉.
(4.28)
Last, for each time dependent function ϕ ∈ L∞(R3,R), each form g on Ω and time
dependent vector field w ∈ L∞(R3,R2), with compact support in R>, we define36
Hx,ϕ(g) =
∫
R
ϕ(x, s) · g ◦ φs(x, V̂ (x)) ds
H1x,w(g) =
∫
R
g
φs(x,Vˆ (x))
((Dxφsw(x, s), 0))ds.
(4.29)
With such a notation we can finally write (4.28) as
〈v(x),∇H⋆T (g)(x)〉 = −HFnT (x),ϑnT (L
nT
F
g)
−H1
FnT (x),χ∗F
nT
∗ (v,0)
(L̂nT
F
π∗dg)
+
nT−1∑
j=0
H1
FnT (x),χ∗F
nT
∗ (v,0)
(L̂nT−j
F
((Lj
F
g) · ωˆB))
−
nT−1∑
j=0
nT−j∑
m=0
H1
FnT (x),χ∗F
nT
∗ (v,0)
(L̂nT−j−m
F
(Lm
F,Â
ÊLj
F
g) · ωˆΓ)
−
∞∑
m=1
nT−1∑
j=0
HFnT (x),Ψm(LnT−jF,Â ÊL
j
F
g) =: JnT (FnT (x)).
(4.30)
It follows that, if nT = n∗KT , the derivative of (4.8) takes the form
〈v,∇HT (g)〉 =
KT∑
l=1
Jln∗(F ln∗(x)) −
∫
R≥
χ(s)[φ∗sdg(v)](x)ds.(4.31)
The above corresponds to Lemma 3.1 in the present context.
36 The first is just a slight generalization of (3.1).
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4.5. Lipschitz coboundary.
Having shown that the problem can be cast in a setting completely analogous to
the one already discussed in Section 3, we are now ready to conclude.
Proof of Theorem 2.12. This is the same argument carried out in the proof of
Theorem 2.8, only now we also need the spectral picture for the operator L
F,Â on
Bp,q and of the operator L̂F acting on an appropriate (new) space B̂p,q, p+q ≤ r−2.
Indeed, by the arguments in appendix B it follows that L
F,Â is quasi compact on
Bp,q and in appendix C we show that there exists a Banach space B̂p,q on which
L̂F has spectral radius ρ > 0 and essential spectral radius bounded by λ−min{p,q}ρ.
Also the functionals H1x,w, for w ∈ Cr0 , are bounded by
|H1x,w(g)| ≤ C#‖w‖Cr−2‖g‖B̂p,q .
As before we notice that in (4.31) the last term is uniformly bounded, hence we
have to worry only about the terms Jln∗ . Looking at (4.30) we see that each Jln∗
consists of five terms.
By Lemma 4.4 we see that the first term is bounded only if p, q (and hence r)
are large enough and g belongs to the kernel of enough eigenprojectors of LF so
that the essential spectral radius of LF, when restricted to the invariant subspace to
which g belongs, is smaller than ‖νu1 ‖−n∞ . Analogously, the second term is bounded
if π∗dg belongs to the kernel of enough eigenprojectors of L̂F (again the spectral
radius of the remainder must be smaller of ‖νu1 ‖−n∞ ). The third term has a bit more
complex structure. First of all note that the multiplication by a smooth function
is a bounded operator from Bp,q to itself, while the multiplication by a smooth
one-form is a bounded operator from Bp,q to B̂p,q (to verify it just use the norms
definitions (B.3) and (C.1)). Next, assuming that g belongs to the above subspaces
and using the spectral decomposition of L̂F we can write,37 for some m∗ ∈ N,
ρ∗ ∈ (0, 1) and all l ≤ nT ,
m∗∑
k=0
l−1∑
j=0
H1
FnT (x),χ∗F
nT
∗ (v,0)
([ρkΠk +Qk]
l−j((Lj
F
g) · ωˆB)) +O(ρl∗)
=
m∗∑
k=0
l−1∑
j=0
min{l−j,dk−1}∑
p=0
(
l− j
p
)
H1
FnT (x),χ∗F
nT
∗ (v,0)
(ρl−j−pk Q
p
k((LjFg) · ωˆB))
+O(ρl∗).
On the other hand, for p ≤ l − j,
l−1∑
j=0
(
l − j
p
)
H1
FnT (x),χ∗F
nT
∗ (v,0)
(ρl−j−pk Q
p
k((LjFg) · ωˆB))
= ρl−pk
p∑
s=0
cs,pl
p−sH1
FnT (x),χ∗F
nT
∗ (v,0)
(Qpk(Ksg) · ωˆB)) +O(ρl∗)
where Ks =
∑∞
j=0 j
s(ρ−1k LF)j and
∑p
s=0 cs,pl
p−sjs =
(
l−j
p
)
. By identifying the
range of Πk with R
dk we can then define the functional ℓk,s : Bp,q → Rdk as
37 That is L̂j
F
=
∑m∗
k=0[ρkΠk +Qk]
j +O(‖νu1 ‖
−j
∞ ), where Q
dk
k = 0 and ΠkQk = QkΠk = Qk and
Π2k = Πk. Also we use the useful convention Q
0
k = Πk.
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ℓk,s(g) = Πk(Ks(g) · ωˆB). Accordingly, if ℓk,s(g) = 0 for all k ≤ m∗ and s ≤ dk, we
have that also the third term is uniformly bounded.
Similar arguments hold for the fourth and fifth term. This implies that if g
belongs to and appropriate finite codimensional subspace (determined by the above
eigendistributions) then the HT (g) are equicontinuous functions of x. Hence there
exists {Tj} such that HTj (g) converges uniformly to a Lipschitz function. We have
thus shown that HT (g) has a convergent subsequence to a Lipschitz function h
which, for all t ∈ R, satisfies
h ◦ φt(x) − h(x) =
∫ t
0
g ◦ φs(x)ds
Hence, h satisfies (1.11) and g is a Lipschitz coboundary. 
5. Examples
Lemma 1.1 shows that the flows to which our theory applies must necessarily
enjoy several properties, the reader might be left wondering if such flows exist at
all (apart, of course, for the trivial one consisting of rigid rotations).
To construct examples the simplest strategy is to reverse the logic and start
with a Cr Anosov map which is orientation preserving.38 Given such a map, we
have an associated stable distribution. If we choose any strictly positive function
N ∈ Cr(T2,R) there are only two fields V such that V (x) ∈ Es(x) for all x ∈ T2
and ‖V (x)‖ = N (x), they correspond to the two possible orientations. We can then
choose any of the two and we have, at the same time, an example that satisfies all
our assumptions and a justification of such assumptions. Indeed, in general the
distribution Es of a Cr Anosov map will be only C1+α with α ∈ (0, 1), [39]. Notice
however that it is possible to have situations in which α > 1 and yet F is not C1
conjugated to a toral automorphism [39, Exercise 19.1.5]. Of course, in the latter
case the unstable foliation will be irregular [29, Corollary 3.3].
The above partially clarifies the applicability of our work. Nevertheless, other
reasons of unhappiness persist. In particular all our discussion, up to this point,
has been a bit abstract as we did not discuss which type of concrete objects it really
yields. To gain a better understanding we start by working out the linear case that,
surprisingly, is not completely trivial.
5.1. A “trivial” example.
For the reader convenience we discuss here the case in which F is linear and φt
is generated by a constant vector field. As already mentioned in the introduction
this is an analogue of the case, for the geodesic-horocycle flow setting, of compact
manifolds of constant negative curvature. Hence it can be dealt with directly by
representation theory (i.e. Fourier transform, in the present setting), without using
the strategy put forward in this paper.
Let A ∈ SL(2,N); let FA : T2 → T2 be the Anosov map defined by FA(ξ) := Aξ
mod 1. Since det(A) = 1 the map is invertible, and has eigenvalues λA, λ
−1
A ∈ R,
with λA > 1. Let VA = (1, ω) be the eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue λ
−1
A .
Note that ω is a quadratic irrational, as in Lemma 1.1. Let φt(ξ) = ξ+ tVA mod 1.
38 After all, this is what is done for the horocycle flow: one starts from the geodesic flow.
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In this case by applying Fourier transform to equation (1.11) we obtain, for k ∈ Z2,
calling fˆk the Fourier coefficients of f ,∑
k∈Z2
2πi〈V, k〉hˆke2πi〈k,ξ〉 =
∑
k∈Z2
gˆke
2πi〈k,ξ〉.
Note that we have the trivial obstruction gˆ0 = 0. If this is satisfied, note that
〈V, k〉 = k1 + ωk2 6= 0 for all (k1, k2) ∈ Z2 \ {0}, since ω is irrational. Thus, we can
write
(5.1) hˆ(k) = −i gˆ(k)
2π〈V, k〉 .
Since ω is a quadratic irrational, it is well known (e.g. by using standard results
on continuous fractions) that |〈V, k〉| ≥ C#‖k‖−1. Hence, if g ∈ W r,2 (the Sobolev
space with the first r derivatives in L2), then h ∈ W r−1,2. In particular, if g ∈ C∞,
then h ∈ C∞.
That is, in this example all the aforementioned distributions do not exist and
the only obstruction is the trivial one: the one given by the invariant measure. If
such an obstruction is satisfied (i.e. if Leb(g) = 0), then the ergodic integrals are
bounded and g is a coboundary with the maximal regularity one can expect.
Nevertheless, it is very instructive to apply to this example also our strategy.
This will give us a feeling for what might happen in general.
5.1.1. Ergodic integrals.
Let us change coordinates in Ω. One convenient choice is θ(ξ, s) = (ξ, v(s)) with
v(s) = (1, s)(1 + s2)−
1
2 and s < 0. In this co-ordinates we have that the set Ω,
defined just before (2.7), reads T2× [−β1,−β2] for some 0 < β2 < β1. Also, calling
F̂ = θ−1 ◦ F ◦ θ, we have
F̂(ξ, s) = (F (ξ), ψ(s))
ψ(s) =
c+ sd
a+ sb
; A =
(
a b
c d
)
.
In addition,
(5.2) ψ−1(s) =
as− c
d− bs .
The map ψ−1 is a contracting map with derivative (ψ−1)′(s) = (d − bs)−2 and a
unique fixed point s¯ in [−β1,−β2].
The smallest eigenvalue of A is given by ν¯ = (d−s¯b)−1 < 1 and the corresponding
eigenvector is v¯ = (1, s¯).
Setting, as usual, θ∗g = g◦θ, for g ∈ C0(Ω,C), and introducing the multiplication
operator Ξ g(ξ, s) =
√
1+s2
‖V (ξ)‖g(ξ, s), let us define, recalling that LF is defined in
equation (2.10),
(5.3) L
F̂
= Ξ θ∗LF(θ∗)−1 Ξ−1.
By direct computation it follows39
(5.4) L
F̂
g(ξ, s) = g ◦ F̂−1(ξ, s)(d− bs).
By Theorem 2.8 the obstruction are determined by the spectrum of LF on the
Banach spaces Bp,q (see Appendix B). Note that (5.3) implies that the operator
39 Remember that s < 0, hence d− sb > 0.
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LF is conjugated to the operator LF̂ on the space Ξ θ∗(Bp,q) which, to simplify
notation, we still call Bp,q since the identification is trivial; hence they have the
same spectrum. Accordingly, it suffices to study the spectrum of L
F̂
. We detail
it in the next Lemma; see Remark 5.7 for the consequences of the Lemma on the
existence of the obstructions.
Lemma 5.1. For each q ≥ p ∈ N, setting Dp = {z ∈ C : |z| > ν¯p−1},
σBp,q (LF̂) ∩Dp = {ν¯2k−1}k∈N ∩Dp,
and the eigenvalues have multiplicity one. In addition, there exist explicit formulae
for the right and left eigenvectors associated to the point spectrum (see equations
(5.6), (5.7) and (5.8)).
Proof. It is convenient to consider a larger Banach space Bp,q∗ which is defined
exactly as Bp,q with the only difference that the set Σ of admissible curves (see
Definition B.1) is smaller, as it consists only of stable curves (that, in this case, are
just segments in the direction Vˆ ). Indeed, since the sup is taken on a smaller set,
it follows ‖ · ‖Bp,q∗ ≤ ‖ · ‖Bp,q which implies Bp,q ⊂ Bp,q∗ . In addition, note that if L
is a bounded operator both on Bp,q and Bp,q∗ and R ⊂ C is a region in which both
σBp,q∗ (L) and σBp,q (L) consist only of point spectrum with finite multiplicity, then
σBp,q (L)∩R ⊂ σBp,q∗ (L)∩R. Indeed, if h ∈ Bp,q is an eigenvector of L, then it is an
eigenvector of L also when it is viewed as an operator from Bp,q∗ to itself. In fact,
[5, Lemma A.1] implies σBp,q (L) ∩R = σBp,q∗ (L) ∩R.
The advantage in considering Bp,q∗ rests in the fact that the norm (and all the
theory) simplifies considerably since the stable and unstable distributions are con-
stant.40 This implies in particular that ∂σg = 〈∇x,yg, Vˆ 〉, ∂ug = 〈∇x,yg, Vˆ ⊥〉 and
∂s all commute.
41
Setting Bβ,r = {ϕ ∈ Cβ0 ([−r, r],C) : ‖ϕ‖Cβ([−r,r],C) ≤ 1}, the analogous of
definition (B.3) is equivalent to
‖g‖Bp,q∗ = sup
x∈T2
r∈[δ/2,δ]
sup
pσ+pu+ps=p∗
p∗≤p
sup
ϕ∈Bq+p∗,r
∣∣∣∣∫ r−r [∂pσσ ∂puu ∂pss g] (x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt
∣∣∣∣ ,
where, for further convenience, we make the choice δ ≤ ν¯. In addition, since ϕ is
compactly supported in [−r, r],∫ r
−r
[∂σg] (x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt =
∫ r
−r
d
dt
g(x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt = −
∫ r
−r
g(x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ′(t)dt.
Hence, we can write
‖g‖Bp,q∗ = sup
x∈T2
sup
r∈[δ/2,δ]
sup
pu+ps=p∗≤p
sup
ϕ∈Bq+p∗,r
∣∣∣∣∫ r−r [∂puu ∂pss g] (x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt
∣∣∣∣ .
Next, we establish a Lasota-Yorke inequality by a super simplified version of the
arguments used in [33, Lemma2.2].
40 If the reader wonders why not always use such a space, he should consider that such a space is
directly tied to the map and does not work for a small perturbation, as the invariant distributions
will be different. Hence the spaces Bp,q∗ would be useless in the following sections.
41 Of course, ∂σ is just the derivative in the stable direction and ∂u the one in the unstable
direction of F and ∂s is the derivative with respect to s.
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Sub-Lemma 5.2. For all p, q > 0 there exist C > 0 such that, for all n ∈ N,
‖Ln
F̂
h‖Bp,q∗ ≤ Cν¯−n‖h‖Bp,q∗
‖Ln
F̂
h‖Bp,q∗ ≤ Cν¯n(min{p,q}−1)‖h‖Bp,q∗ + Cν¯−n‖h‖Bp−1,q+1∗ .
Proof. Note that ∂uLF̂h = ν¯LF̂∂uh and
(5.5) ∂sLF̂h = (d− bs)−2LF̂∂sh− b(d− bs)−1LF̂h.
Iterating the above equations yield, for each pu + ps = p∗ ≤ p, ϕ ∈ Bq+p∗,r,∣∣∣∣∫ r−r
[
∂puu ∂
ps
s LnF̂g
]
(x + Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ν¯(2ps+pu)n ∣∣∣∣∫ r−r
[
Ln
F̂
∂puu ∂
ps
s g
]
(x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt
∣∣∣∣
+ Cp
∑
0≤p′s≤p∗−1−pu
∣∣∣∣∫ r−r
[
Ln
F̂
∂puu ∂
p′s
s g
]
(x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt
∣∣∣∣ .
On the other hand∫ r
−r
[
Ln
F̂
h
]
(x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt =
∫ ν¯−nr
−ν¯−nr
h(x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(ν¯nt)dt.
To compare the above with the integrals defining the norm we introduce a smooth
partition of unity {φk} of the form φk(t) = φ(t− kδ/2), suppφ ⊂ [−δ, δ], and write
ϕ(ν¯nt) =
∑
k ϕk,n(t − kδ/2) where ϕk,n(t) = φ(t)ϕ(ν¯n(t + kδ/2)). Then, setting
xk = x+ kδ/2Vˆ ,∫ r
−r
[
Ln
F̂
h
]
(x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt =
∑
k
∫ δ
−δ
h(xk + Vˆ t, s¯)ϕk,n(t)dt.
Note that the sum consists of at most C#ν¯
−n terms. This yields the first estimate
of the Sub-Lemma since ‖ϕk,n‖Cq+p∗ ≤ C#. Moreover we have∣∣∣∣∫ r−r
[
∂puu ∂
ps
s LnF̂g
]
(x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ν¯p∗n∑
k
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ δ
−δ
[∂puu ∂
ps
s g] (xk + Vˆ t, s¯)ϕk,n(t)dt
∣∣∣∣∣
+ Cpν¯
−n‖g‖Bp−1,q+1∗ .
If p∗ = p then∣∣∣∣∫ r−r
[
∂puu ∂
ps
s LnF̂g
]
(x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cq ν¯(p−1)n‖g‖Bp,q∗ + Cpν¯−n‖g‖Bp−1,q+1∗ ,
If p∗ < p, recalling the choice δ ≤ ν¯,∥∥∥∥∥∥ϕk,n(t)− φ(t)
q−1∑
j=0
ϕ(j)(ν¯nkδ/2)ν¯j
j!
tj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Cq+p∗
≤ Cq ν¯q
∥∥∥∥∥∥φ(t)
q−1∑
j=0
ϕ(j)(ν¯nkδ/2)ν¯j
j!
tj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Cq+p∗+1
≤ Cq.
Thus∣∣∣∣∫ r−r
[
∂puu ∂
ps
s LnF̂g
]
(x+ Vˆ t, s¯)ϕ(t)dt
∣∣∣∣ ≤Cq ν¯(p∗−1)nν¯qn‖g‖Bp∗,q∗ + Cpν¯−n‖g‖Bp−1,q+1∗
≤Cq ν¯(q−1)n‖g‖Bp,q∗ + Cpν¯−n‖g‖Bp−1,q+1∗ ,
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from which the second inequality in the statement of the Lemma follows by taking
the sup on x, pu, ps and ϕ. 
Sub-Lemma 5.3. For each q, p ∈ N the essential spectral radius of L
F̂
acting on
Bp,q∗ is bounded by ν¯min{p,q}−1.
Proof. One can check that the unit ball of Bp,q∗ is weakly compact in Bp−1,q+1∗ by a
much simplified version of the proof of [44, Lemma 2.9]. Then the Lemma follows
by the Lasota-Yorke inequality established in Sub-Lemma 5.2 and Hennion theorem
[36]. 
We can now study the point spectrum. We start by establishing a lower bound
on its cardinality.
Sub-Lemma 5.4. For each p, q ∈ N, q, p ∈ N, we have
σBp,q∗ (LF̂) ⊃ {ν¯2k−1}k≥0.
Proof. We look for L
F̂
g = µg of the form g(ξ, s) = g(ξ)f(s). Then
µg(ξ)f(s) = g ◦ F−1(ξ)f(ψ−1(s))(d − bs).
By the computation Fourier modes done at the beginning of section 5.1 it follows
that g(ξ) = 1; hence
µf(s) = f(ψ−1(s))(d− bs).
Iterating the above relation yields
f(s) = µ−n
n−1∏
k=0
(d− bψ−k(s))f(ψ−n(s)).
Since ψ−n(s) converges to s¯ there are two possibilities; either f(s¯) 6= 0 or f(s¯) = 0.
In the first case we can assume, without loss of generality, that f(s¯) = 1. Then
(5.6) f(s) =
∞∏
k=0
µ−1(d− bψ−k(s)) =
∞∏
k=0
µ−1(d− bs¯+ b[ψ−k(s¯)− ψ−k(s)]),
provided the product converges. If we choose µ = d − bs¯ = ν¯−1, then, for any
τ ∈ (ν¯2, 1) we have
∞∏
k=0
µ−1(µ+ b[ψ−k(s¯)− ψ−k(s)]) = e
∑∞
k=0 O(τk)
which shows the convergence. Since f ∈ C∞, we have that f ∈ Bp,q∗ for all p, q ∈ N.
We have thus an eigenvector.
Next, consider the case f(s¯) = 0. It is natural to look for solutions of the form
f(s) = (s− s¯)pM(s), M(s¯) = 1, for p ∈ N, then, recalling (5.2),
µ(s− s¯)pM(s) = (d− bs)(ψ−1(s)− ψ−1(s¯))pM ◦ ψ−1(s)
= (d− bs)−p+1(d− bs¯)−p(s− s¯)pM ◦ ψ−1(s).
Iterating again we have
(5.7) M(s) =
∞∏
k=0
µ−1(ν¯−1 + b(ψ−k(s¯)− ψ−k(s)))−p+1ν¯p.
The above is convergent and non zero provided µ = ν¯2p−1. Such a choice yields
M(s) = f(s)−p+1 and since 1/f ∈ C∞ again we have an eigenvector in Bp,q∗ . 
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Next, we need a lower bound on the cardinality of the point spectrum. The idea
to achieve it is to investigate the spectrum of L′
F̂
by considering the distributions
(5.8) δn∗ (h) =
∫
T2
[∂ns h](x, s¯)dx.
Note that, for q ≥ p ≥ n, δ∗n ∈ (Bp,q∗ )′. Indeed, T2 can be partitioned by pieces
of stable curves, hence δn∗ can be seen as an convex combination of the functionals
that define the Bp,q∗ norm, thus it is bounded.
Lemma 5.5. The spaces Wn = {h ∈ Bp,q∗ : δ0∗(h) = · · · = δn∗ (h) = 0} are
invariant for L
F̂
.
Proof. Note that
δ0∗(LF̂g) =
∫
T2
g(F−1(x), s¯)ν¯−1dx = ν¯−1
∫
T2
g(x, s¯)dx = ν¯−1δ0∗(g).
Moreover, iterating (5.5) it follows that there exist smooth functions ak such that
∂ns LF̂g =
n∑
k=0
ak(s)LF̂∂ks g.
Thus,
δn∗ (LF̂g) =
n∑
k=0
ak(s¯)
∫
T2
[∂ks g](F
−1(x), s¯)ν¯−1 =
n∑
k=0
ak(s¯)ν¯
−1δk∗ (g).

Note that the above implies that L′
F̂
has eigenvectors formed by linear combina-
tions of δn∗ .
Sub-Lemma 5.6. For each m ≥ 0, the spectral radius of L
F̂
, when acting on
Wm−1 ∩ Bp,q∗ , p, q ≥ 2m, is bounded by ν¯2m−1.
Proof. Setting A(x, s) = (d− bs)−1 and L
F̂,kg = A
2kL
F̂
g, by equation (5.5)
∂sLn
F̂,m
g = (d− bs)−2L
F̂,m∂sLn−1F̂,m g + b(2m− 1)(d− bs)
−1Ln
F̂,m
g
= Ln
F̂,m+1
∂sg + b(2m− 1)
n−1∑
k=0
Lk
F̂,m+1
ALn−k
F̂,m
g.
Iterating the above formula yields∣∣∣∣∫ r−r
[
∂ju∂
k
s (LnF̂h)
]
(x+ Vˆ t)dt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ν¯(2k−1)n ∣∣∣∣∫ r−r [∂juLnhs¯,k)] (x+ Vˆ t)dt
∣∣∣∣
+ Ck
k−1∑
l=0
ν¯(2l−1)n
∣∣∣∣∫ r−r [∂juLnhs¯,l)] (x+ Vˆ t)dt
∣∣∣∣
where hs¯,k(x) = (∂
k
s h)(x, s¯) and Lg(x) = g ◦ F−1(x) is the transfer operator as-
sociated to the SRB measure for F (which, of course, it is just Lebesgue). It is
then natural to consider the Banach spaces Bp,q0 obtained by closing C∞(T2,C) with
respect to the norms
‖g‖Bp,q0 = sup
x∈T2
r∈[δ/2,δ]
sup
pu≤p
sup
‖ϕ‖
C
q+pu
0
≤1
∣∣∣∣∫ r−r [∂puu g] (x + Vˆ t)ϕ(t)dt
∣∣∣∣ .
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Note that ‖hs¯,k‖Bp,q0 ≤ ‖h‖Bp,q∗ if k ≤ p. Then
(5.9) ‖Ln
F̂
h‖Bp,q∗ ≤ ν¯(2p−1)n‖Lnhs¯,p‖Bp,q0 + Cp
p−1∑
j=0
ν¯(2j−1)n‖Lnhs¯,j‖Bp,q0 .
It is well known that the point spectrum of the operator L on each Bp,q0 consists
of just {1}, with the left eigenvector being Lebesgue measure, while the essential
spectrum is bounded by ν¯min{p,q}.42
The above readily implies that if h ∈ W0, then, by (5.8), hs¯,0 is of zero average
and, for each β > ν¯ and q ≥ 2,
‖Ln
F̂
h‖B2,q∗ ≤ Cβ ν¯nβn‖hs¯,0‖B2,q0 ≤ Cβ ν¯
nβn‖h‖B2,q∗ .
Thus the spectral radius of L
F̂
on W0 must be less than ν¯, and since W0 has
codimension one it follows that L
F̂
can have at most one eigenvalue larger than ν¯.
By our knowledge of the essential spectral radius and [5, Lemma A.1] it follows
that on each Bp,q∗ , p, q ≥ 1, the operator can have at most one eigenvalue larger
that ν¯.
To bound the spectral radius of L
F̂
, when acting on Wm−1 ∩Bp,q∗ , p, q ≥ 2m, we
proceed by induction. We already proved the statement for m = 1. Suppose it is
true for m, then, for q ≥ 2m+ 2, equation (5.9) implies, for h ∈Wm and β > ν¯,
‖Ln
F̂
h‖B2m+2,q∗ ≤ Cββ(2m+1)n
2m+2∑
j=0
‖hs¯,j‖B2m+2,q0 ,
which proves the claim. 
We are finally ready to conclude: by Sub-Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 2.7 we
know that the essential spectrum of L
F̂
acting on Bp,q∗ and on Bp,q, p ≥ q, are
both bounded by ν¯p−1. Hence [5, Lemma A.1] implies that σBp,q∗ (LF̂) ∩ Dp =
σBp,q (LF̂) ∩ Dp. On the other hand Sub-Lemma 5.6 implies that there can be at
most m eigenvalues larger than ν¯2m−1, provided p > 2m. Finally Sub-Lemma 5.4
shows that are at least m eigenvalues, implying the Lemma. 
Remark 5.7. Note that, as remarked just before Theorem 2.8, the projection π∗ is
not one-one. In the present case Ok = π∗ℓk are all zero apart when k = 0 in which
case it is the invariant measure of φt (see equation (5.8)). Hence as we already
saw, there are no non trivial obstructions. It is however interesting that this does
not imply that the spectrum of L′
F
consists only of zero and ehtop.
5.1.2. Cohomological equation.
To study the regularity of the coboundary we consider separately the various con-
tributions in equation (4.30). The first contribution is of the same type of the
previous section, only now the test function is much bigger, however we have seen
that if g is of zero average, then this term is exponentially small.
To analyze the second contribution we must analyze the operator L̂F defined in
(4.27). Doing the same type of conjugation than before we can reduce the problem
42 The first assertion follows by noticing that the decay of correlations is super exponential for
analytic functions (just compute in Fourier transform), the second can be seen by the same
arguments (actually, even simpler) we used for the spectrum of L
F̂
.
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to studying the operator L̂
F̂
= Ξ θ∗L̂F (θ∗)−1Ξ−1.43 A direct computation shows
that
(5.10)
[
L̂
F̂
g
]
(ξ,s)
= (d− bs)
[
(F̂−1)∗g
]
(ξ,s)
.
In this coordinates a one form reads g = 〈η, dξ〉 + σds. Thus we can identify
one forms with vector functions (η,σ) : T2 × [−β1,−β2] → R3. If we do such an
identification, another direct computation shows that we are reduced to studying
the operator[
L̂(η,σ)
]
(ξ, s) = (d− bs)((DF−1)∗η ◦ F̂−1(ξ, s), (d− bs)−2σ ◦ F̂−1(ξ, s)).
In addition, we are interested only in forms such that σ ≡ 0 (see (4.28)). We are
thus reduced to study the transfer operator
(5.11) [Lη] (ξ, s) = (d− bs)A−1η ◦ F̂−1(ξ, s).
Since we can write η(ξ, s) = p+(ξ, s)v
++p−(ξ, s)v−, it follows that the eigenvalues
must be of the form η(ξ, s) = p(ξ, s)v± where v− = V , v+ = V ⊥ are the eigenvec-
tors of A. Calling λ± the corresponding eigenvalues we have that the eigenvalues
of L must be eigenvalues of
L±p = (d− bs)λ−1± p ◦ F̂−1.
The above are simply multiples of the operator L
F̂
defined in (5.4). Note that
λ−1+ = λ− = ν¯ < 1. Accordingly, Lemma 5.1 implies that, outside the essential
spectrum, we have σ
(
L̂
F̂
)
=
{
ν¯2k−2
}
k∈N, where all the eigenvalues have multi-
plicity two, apart form the largest one which is simple. The eigenvalues that are
possibly relevant are the three larger or equal to ν¯, however the projection of the
corresponding eigendistributions that are not identically zero, when applied to ∇g,
yield Leb(∂v−(‖V ‖−1g)) = Leb(∂v+(‖V ‖−1g)) = 0. Hence, also this term is uni-
formly bounded. To analyze the other terms note that ∂xDF = 0 = ∂x‖V ‖, hence
Γ = p0 = p
∗
0 = B = E = 0 while A = ν¯
2, hence the remaining terms are identically
zero.
It follows that no nontrivial obstructions exists and, if Leb(g) = 0, then g is
a Lipschitz coboundary (as we already knew from the simple Fourier transform
computation).
5.2. Some considerations on the general case.
Given the previous discussion, a natural question is if there are or not cases in
which non trivial obstructions exist. This is a difficult question to answer, here we
content ourselves with the discussion of small perturbations of the linear case. See
Remark 5.8 for considerations on the non perturbative case.
We will see that small perturbations of the linear case do not have obstructions
to non trivial growth of ergodic integrals or to C 12−ǫ coboundary. Hence, for a
small enough perturbation, an ergodic integral either grows linearly in time or, if
the function is of zero average, the function is, at least, a C 12−ǫ coboundary (see
Lemma 5.11 and Corollary 5.12).
43 Of course, now θ∗ is not the composition operator but rather the pushforward of one forms
while Ξ is a again a multiplication operator but now acting on forms.
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5.2.1. A one-parameter family of examples.
Let us be more concrete: consider the symplectic maps studied in [46, 45]:
(5.12) Fγ(x, y) = (2x+ y − γϕ(x), x+ y − γϕ(x)) ,
where ϕ ∈ C∞(T,R), ∫
T
ϕ = 0, and γ ≥ 0. For example one can choose ϕ(x) =
1
2π sin 2πx. Also choose ‖V ‖ = 1 and call Vγ the vector field. Note that F0 is the
linear total automorphism discussed in the previous section.
Using the same co-ordinates as in the previous section we can reduce ourselves
to the study of the map
F̂γ(x, y, s) = (Fγ(x, y), ψγ(x, s)))
ψγ(x, s) =
1− γϕ′(x) + s
2− γϕ′(x) + s ,
(5.13)
and of the transfer operator L
F̂γ
= Ξ θ∗LFγ (θ∗)−1 Ξ−1 which reads
(5.14) L
F̂γ
g(x, y, s) = (1− s) g ◦ F̂−1γ (x, y, s).
For small γ the above operator is a perturbation of L
F̂0
, the spectrum of which we
have computed. So by the perturbation theory in [40] it will have eigenvalues close
to the ones of L
F̂0
. Hence, the second eigenvalue of LFγ will be close to ν¯ < 1,
thus it will not have any influence on the growth of ergodic integrals. Accordingly,
for small γ it persists the conclusion that either a function has non zero average,
and hence the ergodic integral grows like t, or it has zero average and then it is a
continuous coboundary. This is a bit disappointing, yet it does provide non trivial
information on the flow.
Remark 5.8. Note that, for γ 6= 0 there is no obvious reason to expect that the
projection of the eigendistributions are automatically trivial (as in the linear case).
Hence, having ergodic integrals with a growth tβ, β 6∈ {0, 1} seems to be related to
having a transfer operator, associated to the measure of maximal entropy, with the
second largest eigenvalue outside the disk of radius one. Note that, when γ = 1 the
map is no longer Anosov. In fact, we have a map of the class studied in [46] where it
is shown that the decay of correlations with respect to Lebesgue, is only polynomial.
In particular, this shows that the Ruelle transfer operator (associated to Lebesgue)
cannot have a spectral gap. This is suggestive, although the relevance of such a fact
for the present context is doubtful since we are studying different operators.44 In
conclusion, it might be possible to have non trivial obstructions to the boundedness
of the ergodic integral, although no such example is currently known.45
Next, let us investigate the coboundary regularity. This amounts to understand-
ing the growth of 〈v,∇Hγ,T (g)〉 where, as in (1.9),
Hγ,T (g)(x) = −
∫
R≥
dt χ ◦ τnT (x, t)g ◦ φγ,t(x).
44 In fact, in [10] it is proven that the operator LF1 has a spectral gap. More in general, in
the case of area preserving Anosov maps Giovanni Forni gave us an argument showing that there
should not be obstructions to the boundedness of the ergodic averages, the general case is however
unclear.
45 Though some hope is given by the construction of generic examples, for the operator associated
to the SRB measure, with spectrum different from {0, 1} by Alexander Adam [1]. See also the
more recent results in [8] based on special examples described in [54] for which the spectrum can
be explicitly computed.
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Almost all the rest of Section 5.2 is devoted to proving the following claim.
Lemma 5.9. For r large enough, there exist N2 ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}, and distributions
O2,γ , . . . ,ON2,γ ∈ (Cr)′ such that, if g ∈ Cr belongs to the kernel of O1,γ and O2,γ ,
then
(5.15) ‖∇Hγ,T (g)(x)‖ ≤ C#T 1+c#γ ,
while if g belongs to the kernels of all the O1,γ , . . . ,ON2,γ, then
(5.16) sup
T∈R>
sup
x∈T2
‖∇Hγ,T (g)(x)‖ <∞,
and g is a Lipschitz coboundary. In addition, there exists C∗ > 0, and a non
zero function Ω†∗ ∈ C0(T2,R) such that, for all γ ∈ (0, γ0), T ≥ C∗ ln γ−1 and ϕ
C2-generic, we have that O2,γ is a measure and
|〈V ⊥,∇Hγ,T (g)(x)〉| ≥γ2
∣∣Ω†∗(x)O2,γ(g)∣∣ ν¯−3nT e−c#γnT − C∗γ‖g‖Cr ν¯−nT ec#γnT .
Proof. The first claims are just a particular instance of Theorem 2.12, apart from
the fact that N2 ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}. In other words the distributions are the one con-
structed in the proof of Theorem 2.12 while the fact that N2 ≤ 5 follows by pertur-
bation theory, Lemma 4.4 and formula (4.30). Also the inequalities (5.15), (5.16)
follow by equations (4.30), (4.31), the spectral analysis of LF0 , L̂F0 carried out in
sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2 (which shows that at most one eigenvalue of LF0 and three
eigenvalues of L̂F0 can contribute to the growth in (5.16)) and standard perturba-
tion theory for transfer operators [40]. The assertion that O2,γ is a measure and the
last inequality require much more work and will be proven in Section 5.2.6 (more
precisely, the first assertion follows from Remark 5.15, while the inequality follows
from equation (5.75)). 
Remark 5.10. Note that the Oi,γ , which are defined in the proof of Theorem 2.12,
could be trivial (this is the case for O2,γ, see Lemma 5.11). If they were all trivial,
then the case γ 6= 0 would behave like the linear model: either the ergodic integral of
g grows linearly or g is a Lipschitz coboundary. If this is the case or not it remains
to be seen.
Lemma 5.11. There exists γ0 > 0 such that for all |γ| < γ0 the obstruction O2,γ is
invariant for the flow, hence it is identically zero or proportional to O1,γ. Moreover,
for all g ∈ Cr, limγ→0O2,γ(g) = 0.
Proof. Assume that O2,γ(g) 6= 0 for some g ∈ C1+α. Then, for each ε > 0 there
exists gε ∈ Cr such that ‖g − gε‖C0 ≤ C#ε, ‖g − gε‖C1 ≤ C#εα and ‖g‖Cr ≤
C#ε
−r+1. By (4.24) and Lemma 4.4
|〈V ⊥,∇Hγ,T (g − gε)(x)〉| ≤ C#ν¯−3nT ec#γnT ε.
Thus, by Lemma 5.9,
|〈V ⊥,∇Hγ,T (g)(x)〉| ≥γ2
∣∣Ω†∗(x)O2,γ(g)∣∣ ν¯−3nT e−c#γnT
− C∗γε−r+1ν¯−nT ec#γnT − C#ν¯−3nT ec#γnT ε.
Choosing ε = e−c#γnT shows that there exists c1 > 0 such that
|〈V ⊥,∇Hγ,T (g)(x)〉| ≥γ2
∣∣Ω†∗(x)O2,γ(g)∣∣ ν¯−3nT e−c1γnT
− C∗γν¯−nT ec#γnT − C#ν¯−3nT e−2c1γnT .
(5.17)
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Next, we show that equation (5.17) implies that g cannot be a C1+α coboundary
if O2,γ(g) 6= 0.
Note that, differentiating (4.13) and doing a rough bound on the derivative yields∥∥D2Hγ,T (g)∥∥ ≤ C#ν−4γ,nT ≤ C#T 4+c#γ .
Since ν¯−3nT e−c1γnT ≥ T 3−c#γ , by equation (5.17) it follows that there exists a
ball of radius at least CgT
−1−c#γ in which the derivative of Hγ,T (g) in the V ⊥
direction, is larger than γ2CgT
3−c#γ , provided T ≥ Cg ln γ−1. This implies the
existence of a positive measure set of points x0, x1, ‖x0 − x1‖ = CgT−3−c#γ such
that
(5.18) |Hγ,T (g)(x0)−Hγ,T (g)(x1)| ≥ Cg,γT−c#γ .
To conclude it suffices to prove that (5.18) is impossible if g is a ̟-Ho¨lder cobound-
ary with ̟ > 1/3. We argue by contradiction, assume that g is a ̟-Ho¨lder
coboundary, then there exists a function hγ ∈ C̟ such that hγ ◦ φγ,t − hγ =∫ t
0 g ◦ φγ,sds. Accordingly, by (1.9) and (1.5)
Hγ,T (g)(x0)−Hγ,T (g)(x1) =hγ(x0)− hγ(x1)
+
∫
R≥
hγ ◦ φγ,s(x0)χ′ ◦ τnT (x0, s)νγ,nT (φγ,s(x0))ds
−
∫
R≥
hγ ◦ φγ,s(x1)χ′ ◦ τnT (x1, s)νγ,nT (φγ,s(x1))ds.
By (4.25) and Lemma 5.16 it then follows
|Hγ,T (g)(x0)−Hγ,T (g)(x1)| ≤ Cg,γT 1+c#γT−3̟−c#γ ≤ Cg,γT 1−3̟+c#γ
which, as announced, for γ small enough, is incompatible with (5.18), provided T
is large enough.
It follows that for all f ∈ C2, O2,γ(〈Vγ ,∇f〉) = 0, since 〈Vγ ,∇f〉 is a C1+α
coboundary. But this implies that O2,γ is an invariant measure for the flow φγ,t.
Since the invariant measure is unique, either O2,γ is identically zero or is propor-
tional to O1,γ .
The last assertion in the Lemma follows from (5.78). 
By the above Lemma it follows an interesting fact.
Corollary 5.12. If g ∈ Cr and O1,γ(g) = 0, then g is a C 12−c#γ coboundary.
Proof. By equation (5.15) and Lemma 5.11 we have
‖∇Hγ,T (g)(x)‖ ≤ CgT 1+c#γ .
By equation (4.9), calling hγ the coboundary, it follows, for each T > 0,
‖Hγ,T (g)− hγ‖C0 ≤ Cg ν¯nT ec#γnT ,
since, in the present case, the spectral radius θ of LFγ , restricted to the kernel of
O1,γ , is given by ν¯ec#γ . Accordingly,
|hγ(x) − hγ(y)| ≤ |Hγ,T (g)(x)−Hγ,T (g)(y)|+ CgT−1+c#γnT
≤ Cg|x− y|T 1+c#γ + CgT−1+c#γ ,
and the claim follows by choosing T = |x− y|− 12 . 
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To complete the proofs of Lemmata 5.9 and 5.11 we must first identify explicitly
O2,γ . To this end we start by studying the operators (4.27) that, in the present
context, read (recall (2.10))
Lγ,Ag = Ξ θ∗LFγ ,Â(θ∗)−1 Ξ−1g = (1− s)−1 g ◦ F̂−1γ (x, y, s)[
L̂
F̂γ
g
]
(x,y,s)
=
[
Ξ θ∗L̂Fγ (θ∗)−1 Ξ−1g
]
(x,y,s)
= (1− s)
[
(F̂−1γ )
∗
g
]
(x,y,s)
.
(5.19)
As in Subsection 5.1.2 we can write L̂
F̂γ
〈η, (dx, dy)〉 = 〈Lγη, (dx, dy)〉 where
(5.20) [Lγη] (x, y, s) = (1− s)
[
(DF ∗γ )
−1η
] ◦ F̂−1γ (x, y, s).
Remark 5.13. Note that we are interested in applying the above to the case in
which g = π∗dg (recall that π(x, v) = x) for some function g ∈ Cr(T2,R). This
means that, in (5.20) we are interested in η = (∇g) ◦ π.
5.2.2. Some preliminary facts.
We are thus left with the task of studying the spectrum of Lγ,A,Lγ , for small γ.
We will use the perturbation theory developed in [33, Section 8] which shows, in
particular, that all the spectral data are differentiable in γ, but first we need to
establish some facts and notations.
By direct computation we have, setting πx(x, y, s) = x,
∂γF̂γ(x, y, s) = −(ϕ(x), ϕ(x), ϕ′(x)(2 − γϕ′(x) + s)−2)
= −(ϕ(x), ϕ(x), ϕ′(x)∂sψγ(x, s))
(DF̂γ)
−1 =
 1 −1 0−1 + γϕ′ 2− γϕ′ 0
−∂xψγ/∂sψγ ∂xψγ/∂sψγ 1/∂sψγ

(DF̂γ)
−1∂γF̂γ(x, y, s) = −(0, ϕ(x), ϕ′(x))
∂γF̂
−1
γ (x, y, s) = −
[
(DF̂γ)
−1∂γ F̂γ
]
◦ F̂−1γ (x, y, s)
= (0, ϕ, ϕ′) ◦ πx ◦ F̂−1γ (x, y, s) .
(5.21)
In alternative, one can compute the above noticing that
F−1γ (x, y, s) =
(
x− y, 2y − x+ γϕ(x− y), ψ−γ (x, y, s)
)
ψ−γ (x, y, s) =
2s− 1 + γϕ′(x− y)(1 − s)
1− s ; ∂sψ
−
γ (x, y, s) = (1 − s)−2.
(5.22)
Hence, for each η = (η1, η2) ∈ C∞(T2 × (−β1,−β2),R2),
∂γLγη = (1− s)
[
(DF ∗γ )
−1Υη
] ◦ F̂−1γ = LγΥη
Υη = [ϕ ◦ πx∂yη + ϕ′ ◦ πx∂sη + ϕ′ ◦ πx〈e2,η〉e1)] .
(5.23)
We are interested in the maximal eigenvalue µγ of Lγ , which we know to be
simple, and the associated left and right eigenvectors ℓγ ,hγ . Thus, for all η ∈
C∞(T2 × (−β1,−β2),R2),
(5.24) Lγhγ = µγhγ ℓγ(Lγη) = µγℓγ(η)
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and, recalling (5.6),
µ0 = ν¯
−2
h0 = V f(s)
ℓ0(η) =
∫
T2
〈V,η(x, y, s¯)〉dxdy.
(5.25)
Moreover, calling V+,γ , ‖V+,γ‖ = 1, the unstable distribution of Fγ , we have
(5.26) DFnγ V+,γ = ν
u
γ,nV+,γ ◦ Fnγ .
Since
〈DF ∗γ V ⊥+,γ ◦ Fγ , V+,γ〉 = 〈V ⊥+,γ ◦ Fγ , DFγV+,γ〉 = 0,
we have DF ∗γ V
⊥
+,γ ◦ Fγ = τV ⊥+,γ and, multiplying the latter relation by Vγ yields
DF ∗γ V
⊥
+,γ ◦ Fγ =
νγ,1〈Vγ , V ⊥+,γ〉 ◦ Fγ
〈Vγ , V ⊥+,γ〉
V ⊥+,γ .
Thus
(5.27) (DF ∗γ )
−1V ⊥+,γ =
〈V ⊥γ , V+,γ〉
νγ,1〈V ⊥γ , V+,γ〉 ◦ Fγ
V ⊥+,γ ◦ Fγ .
Analogously,
(DF ∗γ )
−1V ⊥γ =
〈V ⊥γ , V+,γ〉
νuγ,1〈V ⊥γ , V+,γ〉 ◦ Fγ
V ⊥γ ◦ Fγ .
Note that we can always write η = 1〈V ⊥γ ,V+,γ〉
[
aV ⊥γ + bV
⊥
γ,+
]
, hence we have
Lγη = 1〈V ⊥γ , V+,γ〉
[
V ⊥γ,+
1− s
νγ,1
b ◦ F−1γ + V ⊥γ
1− s
νuγ,1
a ◦ F−1γ
]
.
Thus, setting46
L0,γf = 1− s
νuγ,1
f ◦ F−1γ
L2,γf = 1− s
νγ,1
f ◦ F−1γ ,
we have, for each n ∈ N,
Lnγη =
1
〈V ⊥γ , V+,γ〉
[
V ⊥γ,+Ln2,γb+ V ⊥γ Ln0,γa
]
.
Note that the maximal eigenvalue of L0,0 is one, while the maximal eigenvalue of
L2,0 is µ0 = ν¯−2. Also note that the operators L2,γ are well defined on B1,α and,
on such spaces, it has essential spectral radius bounded by µγ ν¯
αec#γ . Thus, by
perturbation theory, σB1,α(L2,γ) ⊂ {µγ} ∪ {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ µγ ν¯αec#γ}.
Let us set s¯γ ∈ C1+α(T2,R<) so that Vγ = (1, s¯γ)[1 + s¯γ ]− 12 and, for each
ψ ∈ C0(Ω,R), we define
(5.28) π¯γψ(x, y) = ψ(x, y, s¯γ(x, y)).
Then,
‖Ln2,γψ − Ln2,γ π¯γψ‖C0 ≤ C#(‖ψ‖C1ec#γn).
46 The operators are well defined on B1,α, which suffices for the present purpose to characterise
the maximal eigenvectors.
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By the above considerations it follows
hγℓγ(η) =
1
〈V ⊥γ , V+,γ〉
µ−nγ V
⊥
γ,+Ln2,γ(b) + µ−nγ O(‖η‖C0ec#γn)
=
1
〈V ⊥γ , V+,γ〉
µ−nγ V
⊥
γ,+Ln2,γ(π¯γb) + µ−nγ O(‖η‖C0ec#γn)
=
1
〈V ⊥γ , V+,γ〉
h2,γV
⊥
γ,+ℓ2,γ(π¯γb) + ν¯
αnO(‖η‖C1+αec#γn),
where h2,γ , ℓ2,γ are the right and left maximal eigenvectors of L2,γ , respectively
normalised so that ℓ2,γ(1) = ℓ2,γ(h2,γ) = 1. Taking the limit n→∞ it follows
ℓγ(η) = ℓ2,γ (π¯γ〈Vγ ,η〉)
hγ =
1
〈Vγ , V ⊥+,γ〉
V ⊥γ,+h2,γ .
(5.29)
Remark 5.14. Note that ℓ2,γ is the maximal left eigenvalue of a transfer operator
with a C1+α potential. It follows from [34, Lemma 4.9, 4.10] (by applying them to
the case ι = 0, r = 2 + α, p = 1 and q = α) that h2,γ , ℓ2,γ are measures, thus the
same is true for hγ , ℓγ.
The above provides some global information, next we need to compute the deriva-
tives with respect to γ of the various object of interest. Recall that we have seen in
Subsection 5.1.2 that, outside of the essential spectrum, σ(L̂0) = {ν¯2k−2}k∈N. On
the other hand the spectrum of L0,A can be computed as in section 5.1.1 yielding
σ(L0,A) = {ν¯2k+1}k∈N.
5.2.3. Perturbation theory.
Differentiating equations (5.24) and remembering (5.23) yields
∂γµγ = ℓγ (∂γLγhγ)
∂γhγ =
∞∑
k=0
µ−k−1γ Lkγ [∂γLγhγ − ℓγ(∂γLγhγ)hγ ]
∂γℓγ(η) = ℓγ
(
µ−1γ ∂γLγ(1− µ−1γ Lγ)−1[η − hγℓγ(η)]
)
=
∞∑
k=0
µ−kγ ℓγ
(
ΥLkγ [η − hγℓγ(η)]
)
.
(5.30)
Remembering equation (5.23), (5.25) and since f(s¯) = 1 (see the line before (5.6)),
the first of (5.30) yields
∂γµγ |γ=0 = ℓ0 (∂γLγ |γ=0h0) =
∫
T2
〈V, [L0ΥV f ](x, y, s¯)〉dxdy.
Next, we can use the definition (5.20) and (5.23) again to obtain
(5.31) ∂γµγ |γ=0 = ν¯−2
∫
T2
[〈V, e1〉〈e2, V 〉+ f ′(s¯)]ϕ′(x)dxdy = 0.
Next, (5.23) implies
∂γLγhγ |γ=0 = Lγ [f ′(s¯)ϕ′V + ϕ′f(s¯)〈e2, V 〉A(1,−1)] ◦ F̂−1(x, y, s).
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Hence
(5.32) ∂γhγ |γ=0 =
∞∑
k=0
ν¯−2k−2Lk+10 [f ′(s¯)ϕ′V + ϕ′〈e2, V 〉e1] .
On the other hand, for each η ∈ C∞(Ω∗,R2), Ω∗ = T2 × (−β1,−β2), such that
ℓ0(η) = 0,
∂γℓγ(η)|γ=0 =
∞∑
n=0
∫
T2
ϕ(x)〈V, ∂y(ν¯2nLn0 (η))(x, y, s¯)〉
+
∞∑
n=0
∫
T2
ϕ′(x)〈V, ν¯2n∂s(Ln0 (η))(x, y, s¯)〉
+
∞∑
n=0
∫
T2
ϕ′(x)〈e2, ν¯2nLn0 (η)(x, y, s¯)〉〈V, e1〉.
Note that the terms in the first sum are all identically zero by integration by parts
with respect to y. We must compute the s-derivative in the second term of the
above equation
∂sF̂
−1
γ (x, y, s) = (0, 0, (∂sψγ)
−1 ◦ F̂−1γ ) = (0, 0, (1− s)−2)
∂s(Lnγη) = −(1− s)−1Lnγη + (1− s)−2Lγ∂s(Ln−1γ η)
= −
n−1∑
k=0
(ν2∗Lγ)kν∗Ln−kγ η + (ν2∗Lγ)n∂sη,
(5.33)
where we have set ν∗(s) = (1 − s)−1 and the last formula can be checked by
induction. Accordingly,
∂γℓγ(η)|γ=0 =−
∞∑
n=0
1− ν¯2n
1− ν¯2 ν¯
∫
T2
ϕ′(x)〈V,η ◦ F−n0 (x, y, s¯)〉
+
∞∑
n=0
ν¯2n
∫
T2
ϕ′(x)〈V, (∂sη) ◦ F−n0 (x, y, s¯)〉
+
∞∑
n=0
∫
T2
ν¯1+nϕ′(x)〈A−ne2,η ◦ F−n0 (x, y, s¯)〉〈V, (1,−1)〉.
In the following we are interested only in the case when the one form is given by
dg, g ∈ Cr(T2,R). This yields η(x, y, s) = ς(s)∇g(x, y), for ς(s) = √1 + s2. Thus
the last term of the above formula becomes
∞∑
n=0
∫
T2
ν¯1+nϕ′(x)ς(s¯)〈A−ne2, (∇g) ◦ F−n0 (x, y)〉〈V, (1,−1)〉
=
∞∑
n=0
∫
T2
ν¯1+nϕ′(x)ς(s¯)〈e2,∇(g ◦ F−n0 )(x, y)〉〈V, (1,−1)〉
=
∞∑
n=0
∫
T2
ν¯1+nϕ′(x)ς(s¯)∂y(g ◦ F−n0 )(x, y)〉〈V, (1,−1)〉
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which is again zero by integration by part (in the y variable). We are left with
∂γℓγ(ς∇g)|γ=0 =−
∞∑
n=0
1− ν¯2n
1− ν¯2 ν¯ς(s¯)
∫
T2
ϕ′ ◦ Fn0 (x, y)〈V,∇g(x, y)〉
+
∞∑
n=0
ν¯2nς ′(s¯)
∫
T2
ϕ′(x)〈V, (∇g) ◦ F−n0 (x, y)〉
=−
∞∑
n=0
ν¯n〈V, e2〉〈V, e1〉
∫
T2
ϕ′′ ◦ Fn0 · g,
(5.34)
where, in the last line, we have used the algebraic identities ν¯ς(s¯) = −(1− ν¯2)ς ′(s¯)
and ς ′(s¯) = 〈V, e2〉.
5.2.4. Leading obstruction: an explicit formula.
We assume that g is of zero average with respect to the invariant measure of
φγ,t. Accordingly, by Lemma 2.11, ςg ◦ π belongs to the kernel of the largest left
eigenvector ℓγ of LFˆγ . Hence, by perturbation theory we have
(5.35) ‖Ln
Fˆγ
g ◦ π‖p,q ≤ C#ν¯nec#nγ‖g‖Cr .
Also, again by perturbation theory, for each g ∈ Bp,q,
(5.36) ‖Lnγ,Ag‖p,q ≤ C#ν¯nec#nγ‖g‖Cr .
Using the above facts, recalling (4.30), (4.31) and Lemma 4.4, and using perturba-
tion theory on the second largest eigenvalues of L̂Fγ , we can write
〈v(x),∇Hγ,T (g)(x)〉 =
KT∑
l=1
H1
F ln∗γ (x),χ∗F
ln∗
γ,∗ (v,0)
[
− L̂ln∗
Fγ
π∗dg
+
ln∗−1∑
j=0
L̂ln∗−j
Fγ
((Lj
Fγ
g) · ωˆB)
−
ln∗−1∑
j=0
ln∗−j−1∑
m=0
L̂ln∗−j−m
Fγ
(Lm
Fγ ,Â
ÊLj
Fγ
g) · ωˆΓ
]
+O(‖g‖Cr‖v‖ec#γnT ).
(5.37)
Next, note that, by (5.10), (5.20), we have
L̂nFγπ∗dg = 〈
[
1
ς
Lnγ (ς∇g)
]
◦ θ−1, (dx, dy)〉.
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Accordingly, recalling (5.24), (5.35), (5.36) and setting h∗γ = 〈
[
1
ςhγ
]◦θ−1, (dx, dy)〉,
we have
〈v(x),∇Hγ,T (g)(x)〉 =
KT∑
l=1
H1
F ln∗γ (x),χ∗F
ln∗
γ,∗ (v,0)
(
h∗γ
)
µln∗γ Θl,γ
+O(‖g‖Cr‖v‖ν¯−nT ec#γnT )
Θl,γ = −ℓγ(ς(∇g) ◦ π) +
ln∗−1∑
j=0
µ−jγ ℓγ(B̂ ◦ θ(LjF̂γ ςg ◦ π))
−
ln∗−1∑
j=0
ln∗−j−1∑
m=0
µ−j−mγ ℓγ(Γ ◦ θLmF̂γ ,Â◦θÊ ◦ θL
j
F̂γ
ςg ◦ π))).
(5.38)
It is educative to write Θl,γ differently. This is done by using the identity, for n ∈ N,
∇̂Ln
F̂γ
(ςg) =Lnγ (∇̂(ςg)) + γ
n−1∑
k=0
LkγηLF̂γϕ′′(ν2∗LF̂)n−1−k∂s(ςg)
− γ
n−2∑
k=0
n−1∑
j=k+1
LkγηLF̂γϕ′′(ν2∗LF̂γ )n−1−jν∗L
j−k
F̂γ
ςg,
(5.39)
where ∇̂g = (∂xg, ∂yg) and w = (1,−1). The identity (5.39) can be checked by
induction using (5.33) and recalling (5.20), ν∗(s) = (1−s)−1. Applying ℓγ to (5.39)
yields, for all n ∈ N,
ℓγ(ς(∇g) ◦ π) =µ−nγ ℓγ(∇̂LnF̂γ (ςg))− γ
n−1∑
k=0
µ−k−1γ ℓγ
(
wL
F̂γ
ϕ′′(ν2∗LF̂γ )kς ′g
)
+ γ
n−1∑
k=0
k−1∑
j=0
µ−k−1γ ℓγ(wLF̂γϕ′′(ν2∗LF̂γ )jν∗L
k−j
F̂γ
ςg)
We can then write
Θl,γ = −µ−ln∗γ ℓγ(∇̂Lln∗F̂γ (ςg)) + Θ
∗
l,γ
Θ∗l,γ = γ
ln∗−1∑
k=0
µ−k−1γ ℓγ
(
wL
F̂γ
ϕ′′(ν2∗LF̂γ )kς ′g
)
− γ
ln∗−1∑
k=0
k−1∑
j=0
µ−k−1γ ℓγ(wLF̂γϕ′′(ν2∗LF̂γ )jν∗L
k−j
F̂γ
ςg)
+
ln∗−1∑
j=0
µ−jγ ℓγ(B̂ ◦ θ(LjF̂γ ςg ◦ π))
−
ln∗−1∑
j=0
ln∗−j−1∑
m=0
µ−j−mγ ℓγ(Γ ◦ θLmF̂γ ,Â◦θÊ ◦ θL
j
F̂γ
ςg ◦ π))).
(5.40)
Note that
|Θ∗∞,γ −Θ∗l,γ | ≤ C#‖g‖Crµln∗γ ν¯ln∗ec#γln∗
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Thus we can finally identify O2,γ and rewrite (5.38) as
〈v(x),∇Hγ,T (g)(x)〉 = γ
KT∑
l=1
H1
F ln∗γ (x),χ∗F
ln∗
γ,∗ (v,0)
(
h∗γ
)
µln∗γ O2,γ
+O(‖g‖Cr‖v‖ν¯−nT ec#γnT )
O2,γ(g) = γ−1Θ∗∞,γ .
(5.41)
Remark 5.15. Note that, by Remark 5.14, O2,γ is a measure for each γ. We will
see shortly that it does not blow up for γ → 0.
Equation (5.38) shows the form of the obstruction. However one must rule out
a nasty possibility: H1
F ln∗(x),χ∗F
ln∗
∗ (v,0)
(h∗γ) could be identically zero. To dismiss
such a conspiracy we need to better understand the flow derivative. We take the
opportunity for an interesting and useful digression.
5.2.5. Interlude: Truly parabolic.
The next result, a refinement of Lemma 4.2 adapted to the present context, shows
that our flows are typically not elliptic.
Lemma 5.16. For each t ∈ R> we have47
(5.42) Dξφγ,t = |Vγ ◦ φγ,t〉〈Vγ |+ aγ(ξ, t)|Vγ ◦ φγ,t〉〈V ⊥γ |+ bγ(ξ, t)|V ⊥γ ◦ φγ,t〉〈V ⊥γ |
where, for some C0, b∗, t∗ > 0 and for all t ≥ t∗,
C0t
−b∗γ ≤ bγ(ξ, t) ≤ C−10 tb∗γ
|aγ(ξ, t)| ≤ γC−10 t1+b∗γ .
Moreover, provided γ is small enough, generically48 there exists c∗ > 0 such that
sup
x
lim sup
t→∞
bγ(x, t)t
−c∗γ2 =∞.
Proof. We follow the logic of Lemma 4.2 but using the special properties of the
flows under consideration. To this end note that since detDFγ = 1, for all m ∈ N,
DFmγ =νγ,m|Vγ ◦ Fmγ 〉〈Vγ |+ 〈Vγ ◦ Fmγ , DFmγ V ⊥γ 〉|Vγ ◦ Fmγ 〉〈V ⊥γ |
+ ν−1γ,m|V ⊥γ ◦ Fmγ 〉〈V ⊥γ |
DF−mγ ◦ Fmγ =ν−1γ,m|Vγ〉〈Vγ ◦ Fmγ | − 〈Vγ ◦ Fmγ , DFmγ V ⊥γ 〉|Vγ〉〈V ⊥γ ◦ Fmγ |
+ νγ,m|V ⊥γ 〉〈V ⊥γ ◦ Fmγ |.
(5.43)
By (4.5) we can write49
bγ(ξ, t) = νγ,m ◦ φγ,t〈V ⊥γ (Fmγ ◦ φγ,t(ξ)), DFmγ (x)φγ,τm(ξ,t) ·DξFmγ V ⊥γ (ξ)〉
=
νγ,m ◦ φγ,t(ξ)
νγ,m(ξ)
〈V ⊥γ (Fmγ ◦ φγ,t(ξ)), DFmγ (ξ)φγ,τm(ξ,t)V ⊥γ (Fmγ (ξ))〉.
(5.44)
By the arbitrariness of m it follows
(5.45) bγ(ξ, t) = lim
m→∞
νγ,m ◦ φγ,t(ξ)
νγ,m(ξ)
.
47 Here, and in the following, we use the quantum mechanical notation |v〉〈w| for the tensor
product v ⊗w as we find it more convenient.
48 In the C2 topology in the set ‖ϕ‖C2 < 1.
49 Where we have used (5.43) and that DFmγ (x)φγ,τm(ξ,t)Vγ ◦ F
m
γ (ξ) = Vγ(F
m
γ (φγ,t(ξ)).
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Also, for future use, note that (5.42) implies
bγ(ξ, t) = det(Dφt).
For mt = C#
ln t
htop
and s ∈ [0, t] we have, by [31, Lemma C.3],50
‖Fmtγ (ξ)− Fmtγ ◦ φγ,s(ξ)‖ ≤ C#st−3.
Accordingly, provided s ∈ [0, t], t ≥ 1,
(5.46) bγ(ξ, s) =
∞∏
j=0
νγ,1 ◦ F jγ ◦ φγ,s(ξ)
νγ,1(F
j
γ ξ)
=
νγ,mt ◦ φγ,s(ξ)
νγ,mt(ξ)
[
1 +O(t−2)] .
The above formula implies, for γ small enough,
(5.47) C#t
−c#γ/htop ≤ |bγ(ξ, t)| ≤ ec#γmt ≤ C#tc#γ/htop ≤ C#
√
t.
One might expect that bγ oscillates in time, however it cannot be always small. To
see this consider
E∗t =
∫ t
0
bγ(ξ, s) =
∫ t
0
νγ,mt ◦ φγ,s(ξ)
νγ,mt(ξ)
ds+O(1/√t).
For each ξ ∈ T2 let m∗t (ξ) be an integer so that τm∗t (ξ)(ξ, t) ∈ (c∗, c−1∗ ). Since
[31, Lemma C.3] implies that ehtopm
∗
t (ξ) ≥ C#t,51 it follows that we can choose
m∗t (ξ) = m
∗
t , independent on ξ, provided c∗ has been chosen small enough. Then,
recalling (1.5),
E∗t (ξ) ≥ e−c#
∫ t
0
νγ,m∗t ◦ φγ,s(ξ)
νγ,m∗t (ξ)
ds+O(1) ≥ C#
νγ,m∗t (ξ)
+O(1)
≥ C#te
−htopm∗t
νγ,m∗t (ξ)
+O(1).
On the other hand, if µe,γ is the (invariant) measure of maximal entropy of Fγ
generically, for γ > 0, it will not be the SRB measure and hence, by Ruelle inequal-
ity, [42, Theorem 1.5] and structural stability we have52
µe,γ(ln ν
−1
γ,1) = µe,γ(ln ν
u
γ ) > htop = µh,0(ln ν
−1
0,1).
In fact, using perturbation theory (as in the proof of [34, Proposition 8.1], but doing
a painful second order computation), one can get the following more precise result
which (rather lengthy) proof we momentarily postpone.
Sub-Lemma 5.17. There exists γ0, c¯ > 0 such that, for |γ| ≤ γ0,
µe,γ(ln ν
−1
γ,1) ≥ htop + c¯γ2.
50 Recall that, by structural stability, the topological entropy is constant for the family Fγ .
51 Here htop is the topological entropy of F
−1
γ , which coincides with the topological entropy of
Fγ (since two trajectories are ε-separated for Fγ iff they are ε-separated for F
−1
γ ).
52 The first equality follows from the fact that Fγ is area preserving and the invariance of µe,γ .
Indeed, let θγ be the angle between Vγ , V+,γ , that is ‖Vγ ∧ V+,γ‖ = | sin θγ |, then
| sin θγ | = ‖F
∗
γ (Vγ ◦ F
−1
γ ∧ V+,γ ◦ F
−1
γ )‖ = ‖(DFγVγ) ∧ (DFγV+,γ)‖ = νγ,1ν
u
γ | sin θγ ◦ Fγ |.
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Then, by Birkhoff theorem, for µe,γ-almost all ξ ∈ T2, provided t is large enough,
(5.48) E∗t (ξ) ≥ C#t1+c#γ
2
,
from which the last statement of the Lemma follows. To study aγ , let us set
ζ(t) = Dφγ,t. By the smooth dependence with respect to the initial conditions and
recalling (4.14), we have
(5.49) ζ˙(t) =
[
V ⊥γ ⊗ pγ
] ◦ φγ,t ζ(t),
hence 〈Vγ , ζ˙V ⊥γ 〉 = 0 and, differentiating our representation of ζ,
(5.50) a˙γ(t) = 〈Vγ , pγ〉 ◦ φγ,t bγ(t),
from which the wanted bound follows by (5.47) and integrating. 
Proof of Sub-Lemma 5.17. By [34, Theorem 6.4] it follows that the transfer
operator associated to the measure of maximal entropy is exactly LFγ .53 Hence,
recalling (5.14), and calling ℓγ , hγ the left and right eigenvector of LF̂γ associated
to the maximal eigenvalue µ˜γ we have, for all g ∈ C0(T2,R),
µe,γ(g) = ℓγ(ghγ).
In addition 54
(5.51) µ˜γ = e
htop(Fγ ) = ehtop(F0) = ν¯−1 =: µ˜.
Also, by [34, equation (8.10)] and using the relation between the eigenvectors of
LFγ and LF̂γ , we have
µe,γ(ln ν
−1
γ,1) = ℓγ(hγ ln(1− s)) + ℓγ(hγ ln ς ◦ F̂−1γ )− ℓγ(hγ ln ς)
= ℓγ(hγ ln(1− s)),
(5.52)
where we have used the invariance of the measure ℓγ(hγ ·) with respect to F̂γ .
Recall, from section 5.1.1, that
h0(x, y, s) = f(s) =
∞∏
k=0
ν¯(1 − s¯+ ψ−k(s¯)− ψ−k(s))
ℓ0(ϕ) =
∫
ϕ(x, y, s¯)dxdy
ψ−1(s) =
2s− 1
1− s ; 1− s¯ = ν¯
−1.
(5.53)
53 Recall that the definition of the space here is a bit different with respect to [34]. However
the two spaces, and hence the two transfer operators, are related by the continuous isomorphism
(B.4).
54 The second equality follows from structural stability.
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Clearly f(s¯) = 1, also, for further reference, note that a direct computation yields55
f ′(s¯) = − ν¯
1− ν¯2
f ′′(s¯) = f ′(s¯)2 −
∞∑
k=0

k−1∑
j=0
2ν¯2k+2j+2 + ν¯4k+2
 = 0.(5.54)
Then, ℓ0(h0 ln(1− s)) = − ln ν¯ = htop. As the expression on the right hand side of
(5.52) is smooth in γ (see [33, Theorem 2.7]), it suffices to compute the derivatives
in zero. Note that we can normalize hγ , ℓγ so that ℓγ(hγ) = 1 and ℓγ(∂γhγ) = 0.
It follows [∂γℓγ ](hγ) = 0.
We start with the analogous of (5.30):56
∂γ µ˜γ = ℓγ(∂γLF̂γhγ) = 0
∂γhγ = (µ˜γ − LF̂γ )−1∂γLF̂γhγ
∂γℓγ(g) = ℓγ
(
∂γLF̂γ (µ˜γ − LF̂γ )−1[g − hγℓγ(g)]
)
.
(5.55)
Recalling (5.14), (5.21) we have
∂γLF̂γg = (1 − s)〈∇g, (0, ϕ, ϕ′) ◦ πx〉 ◦ F̂−1γ (x, y, s) = LF̂γ Υ̂g
Υ̂g = 〈∇g, (0, ϕ, ϕ′) ◦ πx〉.
(5.56)
It follows that
∂γhγ |γ=0 = (µ˜− LF̂0)−1∂γLF̂0h0
∂γℓγ |γ=0(g) = ℓ0
(
∂γLF̂0(µ˜− LF̂0)−1[g − h0ℓ0(g)]
)
.
(5.57)
Thus, setting Γ(γ) = ℓγ(ln(1− s)hγ), we have Γ(0) = ln ν¯−1 and
Γ′(γ) =µ˜ℓγ
(
〈∇(µ˜− L
F̂γ
)−1 [ln(1− s)− Γ(γ)]hγ , (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
+ ℓγ
(
ln(1− s)(µ˜− L
F̂γ
)−1L
F̂γ
〈∇hγ , (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
.
(5.58)
Accordingly,
Γ′(0) =
∞∑
k=0
ℓ0
(
〈∇ν¯kLk
F̂0
[ln(1 − s) + ln ν¯] f(s), (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
+
∞∑
k=0
ℓ0
(
ln(1− s)ν¯k+1Lk+1
F̂0
〈∇h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
=
∞∑
k=0
ν¯kℓ0
(
∂s
{
Lk
F̂0
[ln(1− s) + ln ν¯] f(s)
}
ϕ′
)
.
55 Note that
f ′(s) = −f(s)
∞∑
k=0
ν¯
∏k−1
j=0 [ν∗ ◦ ψ
−j(s)]2
1 + ν¯ψ−k(s¯)− ν¯ψ−k(s)
.
56 The last equality in the first line follows from (5.51).
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Note that, using (5.13) and computing as in (5.33) we have (recall that ν∗(s) =
(1− s)−1), for each g ∈ C1 we have
(5.59) ∂s(Lk
F̂γ
g) = −
k−1∑
j=0
(ν2∗LF̂γ )jν∗L
k−j
F̂γ
g + (ν2∗LF̂γ )k∂sg.
Thus, setting ĝ(x, y, s) = [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯] f(s),
(5.60) ℓ0
(
ϕ′∂sLk
F̂0
ĝ
)
= −
k−1∑
j=0
ν¯2j−k+1 ĝ(s¯)
∫
T2
ϕ′(x) + ν¯k∂sĝ(s¯)
∫
T2
ϕ′(x) = 0.
It follows
(5.61) Γ′(0) = 0.
We must then compute the second derivative.
Differentiating (5.58) we have57
Γ′′(0) = µ˜ℓ′0
(
〈∇(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
+
∞∑
k=0
k−1∑
j=0
µ˜−kℓ0
(
〈∇Lk−j−1
F̂0
L′
F̂0
Lj
F̂0
[ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
+ µ˜ℓ0
(
〈∇(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h′0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
+ ℓ′0
(
ln(1 − s)(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1L
F̂0
〈∇h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
+
∞∑
k=1
k−1∑
j=0
µ˜−kℓ0
(
ln(1− s)Lk−j−1
F̂0
L′
F̂0
Lj
F̂0
〈∇h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
+ ℓ0
(
ln(1 − s)(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1L
F̂0
〈∇h′0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
.
(5.62)
Next we must compute, one by one, the above six terms. We will use (5.57), (5.56),
(5.59), (5.60) and (5.53). Let us proceed in the order in which the terms appear
µ˜ℓ0
(
L′
F̂0
(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1〈∇(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
= µ˜2ℓ0
(
ϕ′∂s
{
(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1〈∇(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
})
= −
∞∑
k=0
k−1∑
j=0
ν¯k+1ℓ0
(
ϕ′(ν2∗LF̂0)jν∗L
k−j
F̂0
〈∇(µ˜ − L
F̂0
)−1 [ln(1 − s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
+
∞∑
k=0
ν¯k+1ℓ0
(
ϕ′(ν2∗LF̂0)k∂s〈∇(µ˜− LF̂0)−1 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
= −
∞∑
k=0
k−1∑
j=0
∞∑
i=0
ν¯2j+i+1ℓ0
(
ϕ′ ◦ F k0 〈∇LiF̂0 [ln(1 − s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ
′)〉
)
+
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
i=0
ν¯2k+iℓ0
(
ϕ′ ◦ F k0 ∂s〈∇LiF̂0 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ
′)〉
)
.
57 To simplify notation we abuse it and use ℓ′0 to signify ∂γℓγ |γ=0 and similarly for hγ and LF̂γ
.
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To continue note that
ℓ0
(
ϕ′ ◦ F k0 〈∇LiF̂0 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ
′)〉
)
= −µ˜iℓ0
([
∂y(ϕ
′ ◦ F k0 ϕ)
] ◦ F i0 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0〉)
+ ℓ0
(
ϕ′ ◦ F k0 ϕ′∂sLiF̂0 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0
)
= −ℓ0
(
ϕ′ ◦ F k0 ϕ′ν¯2i+1LiF̂0h0
)
= −ν¯i+1µe,0(ϕ′ ◦ F k0 ϕ′).
(5.63)
Also,
ℓ0
(
ϕ′ ◦ F k0 ∂s〈∇LiF̂0 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ
′)〉
)
= ℓ0
({
∂y
[
ϕ · ϕ′ ◦ F k0
]}
(ν¯2L
F̂0
)i∂s [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0
)
+ ℓ0
(
ϕ′ϕ′ ◦ F k0 ∂2sLiF̂0 [ln(1 − s) + ln ν¯]h0
)
.
Next, remark that if g(x, y, s¯) = 0, then
(5.64) ∂2sLiF̂0g(x, y, s¯) = ν¯
4i
[
Li
F̂0
∂2sg
]
(x, y, s¯),
hence
ℓ0
(
ϕ′ ◦ F k0 ∂s〈∇LiF̂0 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ
′)〉
)
= ν¯2+3i
1 + ν¯2
1− ν¯2 µ¯e,0
(
ϕ′ϕ′ ◦ F k0
)
.
To further simplify the above expression, note the µ¯e,0, when applied to functions
that do not depend on s, is just Lebesgue measure. In addition, for each zero
average function g ∈ C1(T2,R) and g1 ∈ C1(T2,R) such that ∂yg = ∂yg1 = 0 we
have that, for all k > 0,
(5.65)
∫
T2
g ◦ F k0 · g1 = 0.
Indeed, calling G the primitive of g, we have
0 =
∫
T2
g1∂y(G ◦ F k0 ) = 〈DF k0 e2, e1〉
∫
T2
g1 · g ◦ F k0 ,
from which the claim follows since 〈DF k0 e2, e1〉 6= 0.
Collecting all the above it follows
µ˜ℓ0
(
L′
F̂0
(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1〈∇(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
=
ν¯2
(1− ν¯2)2 Leb((ϕ
′)2).
(5.66)
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We can now compute the second term of (5.62). Recalling (5.56), (5.59) we have
ℓ0
(
〈∇Lk−j−1
F̂0
L′
F̂0
Lj
F̂0
[ln(1 − s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
= ℓ0
(
ϕ′∂sLk−j
F̂0
[
ϕ′∂sLj
F̂0
[ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0
])
= −
k−j−1∑
i=0
ν¯2i+1ℓ0
(
ϕ′ ◦ F k−j0 ϕ′∂sLjF̂0 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0
)
+ ν¯k−jℓ0
(
ϕ′ ◦ F k−j0 ϕ′∂2sLjF̂0 [ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0
)
= ν¯j+2
1 + ν¯2
1− ν¯2 Leb((ϕ
′)2)δkj ,
where in the last line we have used (5.64). Thus
∞∑
k=0
k−1∑
j=0
µ˜−kℓ0
(
〈∇Lk−j−1
F̂0
L′
F̂0
Lj
F̂0
[ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
= 0.(5.67)
The third term reads, setting η = (0, ϕ, ϕ′),
µ˜ℓ0
(
〈∇(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1 [ln(1 − s) + ln ν¯] (µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1L
F̂0
〈∇h0, η〉, η〉
)
=
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
j=1
ν¯j+kℓ0
(
ϕ′∂sLk
F̂0
[ln(1− s) + ln ν¯]Lj
F̂0
(f ′ϕ′)
)
= 0.
(5.68)
The fourth term can be computed analogously yielding as well
ℓ′0
(
ln(1− s)(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1L
F̂0
〈∇h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
= 0.(5.69)
For the fifth term we must compute
µ˜−kℓ0
(
ln(1− s)Lk−j−1
F̂0
L′
F̂0
Lj
F̂0
〈∇h0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
= ν¯j ln ν¯−1ℓ0(ϕ′∂sLj
F̂0
ϕ′f ′) = ν¯j+2 ln ν¯−1
1− ν¯2j
(1− ν¯2)2 Leb(ϕ
′ϕ′ ◦ F j0 ) = 0,
(5.70)
where we used (5.54) and (5.65).
At last we consider the sixth term
ℓ0
(
ln(1− s)(µ˜− L
F̂0
)−1L
F̂0
〈∇h′0, (0, ϕ, ϕ′)〉
)
= ln ν¯−1
∞∑
k=1
ℓ0(ϕ
′∂s(µ˜− LF̂0)−1LF̂0f ′ϕ′) = 0.
(5.71)
Collecting equations (5.66), (5.67), (5.68), (5.69), (5.70) and (5.71) yields
µe,γ(ln ν
−1
γ,1) = htop +
ν¯2
∫
(ϕ′)2
(1− ν¯2)2 γ
2 +O(γ3)
from which the claim follows. 
To conclude the section let us note a property of aγ which is useful to check the
correctness of the subsequent computations.
Lemma 5.18. For al γ ∈ R small enough and all t ≥ 0, we have∫
T2
aγ(t, ξ)dξ = 0.
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Proof. By (4.20), there exists ωγ , with ‖ωγ‖∞ ≤ C#, such that
(5.72) pγ = γωγ .
Note that∫
T2
〈Vγ , pγ〉 ◦ φγ,t bγ(t)dξ =
∫
T2
〈Vγ , pγ〉 ◦ φγ,t det(Dξφγ,s)dξ =
∫
T2
〈Vγ , pγ〉dξ.
On the other hand, recalling (4.14),
0 =
∫
T2
∂ξkVγ,j(ξ)dξ =
∫
T2
V ⊥γ,j(ξ)pγ,k(ξ)dξ
implies ∫
T2
Vγ,j(ξ)ωγ,k(ξ)dξ = 0
for all k, j. Hence, ∫
T2
〈Vγ , pγ〉 ◦ φγ,t bγ(t)dξ = 0.
Hence, using (5.50), we can write
aγ(ξ, t) = γ
∫ t
0
〈Vγ , ωγ〉 ◦ φγ,s(ξ) bγ(ξ, s)ds,
which, by Fubini, concludes the Lemma. 
5.2.6. Characterization of the obstruction: conclusion.
We can now continue our estimate left at (5.41). As already mentioned the first
problem is to investigate the prefactor. Using (4.29) and (5.29), we can write
H1
F ln∗(x),χ∗F
ln∗
∗ (v,0)
(h∗γ) =
∫
R
〈h∗γ(φγ,s(zl), s¯γ ◦ φγ,s(zl)), Dzlφγ,sDxF ln∗γ v〉χ∗(zl, s)ds
=
∫
R
h¯2,γ
ς(s¯γ)〈Vγ , V ⊥+,γ〉
◦ φγ,s(zl))〈V ⊥+,γ(φγ,s(zl)), Dzlφγ,sDxF ln∗γ v〉χ∗(zl, s)ds,
where we used the notation zl = F
n∗l(x). To continue, we need the following.
Lemma 5.19. For each t ∈ (0, 1) it holds true that
〈V ⊥+,γ ◦ φγ,t, Dφγ,tV+,γ〉 =γ〈e, V ⊥〉〈e1, V 〉
∞∑
k=1
ν¯2k+1
[
ϕ′ ◦ F−kγ ◦ φγ,t − ϕ′ ◦ F−kγ
]
+O(γ2).
Proof. Since ‖V+,γ‖ = 1, we have ∂xkV+,γ = γV ⊥+,γω+γ,k for some vector function
ω+γ . It turns out to be convenient to take the derivative in the flow direction. Doing
so we have, recalling (5.49), (5.72),
d
ds
〈V ⊥+,γ ◦ φγ,s, Dφγ,sV+,γ〉 =− γ〈V+,γ ◦ φγ,s, Dφγ,sV+,γ〉〈ω+γ , Vγ〉 ◦ φγ,s
+ γ〈V ⊥+,γ , V ⊥γ 〉 ◦ φγ,s〈ωγ ◦ φγ,s, V+,γ〉
=− γ〈ω+γ , Vγ〉 ◦ φγ,s +O(γ2).
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We are left with the task of computing ω+γ . This is done as in (4.15):
(∂xkDFγ)V+,γ + γω
+
γ,kDFγ Vˆ
⊥
+,γ = ∂xkν
u
γ,1V+,γ ◦ Fγ
+ γνuγ,1
∑
j
∂xkFγ,jω
+
γ,j ◦ Fγ Vˆ ⊥+,γ ◦ Fγ .
Which, remembering footnote 52 and multiplying the above by V ⊥+,γ ◦ Fγ , yields
−ϕ′′e1〈V ⊥+,γ , e1〉〈e, V+,γ〉+ ω+γ 〈V ⊥+,γ ◦ Fγ , DFγV ⊥+,γ〉 = νuγ,1(DFγ)∗ω+γ ◦ Fγ .
Note that,
〈V ⊥+,γ ◦ Fγ , DFγV ⊥+,γ〉 =
νγ〈V ⊥+,γ , Vγ〉 ◦ Fγ
〈V ⊥+,γ , Vγ〉
.
Thus,
ω+γ =
∞∑
k=1
νγ,k ◦ F−kγ 〈V ⊥+,γ , Vγ〉
νuγ,k ◦ F−kγ 〈V ⊥+,γ , Vγ〉 ◦ F−kγ
(DF−kγ )
∗Ξ ◦ F−kγ
Ξ = −(νuγ,1)−1〈V ⊥+,γ ,∇ϕ′〉〈e, V+,γ〉e1 = −ν¯〈Vγ ,∇ϕ′〉〈e, V ⊥〉e1 +O(γ).
Accordingly, remembering (5.42) and (5.45),
d
ds
〈V ⊥+,γ ◦ φγ,s, Dφγ,sV+,γ〉 =γ
∞∑
k=1
ν¯2k+1〈Vγ ,∇(ϕ′ ◦ F−kγ )〉 ◦ φγ,s〈e, V ⊥〉〈e1, V 〉+O(γ2)
=γ〈e, V ⊥〉〈e1, V 〉
∞∑
k=1
ν¯2k+1
d
ds
ϕ′ ◦ F−kγ ◦ φγ,s +O(γ2)
from which the Lemma follows by integration. 
Using the Lemma 5.19 and recalling Remark 5.14 we have
H1
F ln∗(x),χ∗F
ln∗
∗ (v,0)
(h∗γ) = O(νγ,ln∗‖v‖+ γ2ν−1γ,ln∗‖v‖) + γ
〈e, V ⊥〉〈e1, V 〉〈V ⊥,v〉
νγ,ln∗ς(s¯)
×
∞∑
k=1
ν¯2k+1
∫
R
h2,γ(φγ,s(zl))
[
ϕ′ ◦ F−kγ ◦ φγ,s(zl)− ϕ′ ◦ F−kγ (zl)
]
χ∗(zl, s)ds
It is convenient to define
Ω†(z,v) =
〈e, V ⊥〉〈e1, V 〉
ς(s¯)
∞∑
k=1
ν¯2k+1
∫
R
Ξ∗γ,k(z, s)χ∗(z, s)ds
+O(ν2γ,ln∗‖v‖+ γ‖v‖)〈V ⊥,v〉−1
Ξ∗γ,k(z, s) =h2,γ(φγ,s(z))
[
ϕ′ ◦ F−kγ ◦ φγ,s(z)− ϕ′ ◦ F−kγ (z)
]
.
(5.73)
The function Ω† is generically not identically zero for large l. To see it just consider
the case in which x is a periodic point, say x = 0 (hence zl = 0), then any per-
turbation that leaves ϕ′(0) invariant but changes the value in a neighborhood will
change the value of the integral. On the other hand, for l ≥ C# ln γ−1 the integral
is the dominating term in the above expression.
We can finally write, for 〈V ⊥,v〉 6= 0,
(5.74) H1
F ln∗(x),χ∗F
ln∗
∗ (v,0)
(h∗γ) = γν
−1
γ,ln∗
〈V ⊥,v〉Ω†(zl,v).
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Hence (5.41) becomes
〈V ⊥,∇Hγ,T (g)(x)〉 = γ2ν−1γ,nTµnTγ Ω†∗(x)O2,γ(g)
+O(‖g‖Cr‖v‖ν¯−nT ec#γnT ),
Ω†∗(x) = νγ,nTµ
−nT
γ
KT∑
l=1
Ω†(Fn∗lγ (x), V
⊥)(ν−1µγ)ln∗ .
(5.75)
Our last task it to show that the term O2,γ(g) = γ−1Θ∗∞,γ in equation (5.75) does
not blow up when γ → 0.
Recalling (4.26), (4.17) and setting Q(s) = (1 + s)2 + (2 + s)2 we have
Â ◦ θ ◦ F̂−1γ (x, y, s) =
1 + s2
‖DxF−1γ (1, s)‖2
=
1 + s2
2− 6s+ 5s2 − γ
2(1 + s2)(2s− 1)(1− s)
[2− 6s+ 5s2]2 ϕ
′(x) +O(γ2)
= A0(s) + γA1(s)ϕ
′(x) +O(γ)
B̂ ◦ θ(x, y, s) = −γϕ′′(x) 3− 2γϕ
′(x) + 2s
(1 − γϕ′(x) + s)2 + (2− γϕ′(x) + s)2 e1
= −γϕ
′′(x)[3 + 2s]
Q(s)
e1 − 2γ2 (ϕ
′(x)2)′[2 + 3s+ s2]
Q(s)2
e1 +O(γ3)
= γB0(s)ϕ
′′(s)e1 + γ2B1(s)(ϕ′(x)2)′e1 +O(γ3)
Ê ◦ θ(x, y, s) = 3(s
2 + s− 1)
Q(s)
+ γϕ′(x)
4(s4 + 3s3 + 3s2 + 3s+ 2)
Q(s)2
+O(γ2)
= E0(s, γ) + γϕ
′(x)E1(s) +O(γ2)
Γ ◦ θ(x, s) = −γϕ′′(x)ς(s)−2e1.
Note, for future reference, that A0(s¯) = ν¯
2, E0(s¯, γ) = 0.
Thus, remembering (5.40), our assumption that ςg ◦ π belongs to the kernel of
ℓγ and equations (5.31), (5.56),(5.28) we have
(5.76) Θ∗∞,γ = γ∆1 +O(γ2‖g‖Cr)
where
∆1 =
∞∑
k=0
ν¯3k+1
(1− s¯)ς ′(s¯)
ς(s¯)
Leb
(
ϕ′′ ◦ F k0 g
)
−
∞∑
k=0
ν¯k+2(1− s¯)1− ν¯
2k
1− ν¯2 Leb(ϕ
′′ ◦ F k0 g)
−
∞∑
j=0
ν¯k
3 + 2s¯
(1 + s¯)2 + (2 + s¯)2
Leb(ϕ′′ ◦ F k0 g).
(5.77)
Note that, since ς ′(s¯)/ς(s¯) = −ν¯/(1− ν¯2) and s¯2 + s¯− 1 = 0, ∆1 = 0, hence
(5.78) O2,γ(g) = O(γ‖g‖Cr).
Remark 5.20. We could have reached the same conclusion by using equations
(5.34), (5.38). Also, using the above formulae and (5.34) one can check that also
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∂γO2,γ |γ=0 is a measure (and, with a lot more work, one could compute it). This
lends credibility to the possibility O2,γ ≡ 0.
Appendix A. A little classification
Here we provide the proof of a partial classification of the flows that satisfy our
conditions.
Proof of Lemma 1.1. The map F is topologically conjugated to a linear auto-
morphism [39, Theorem 18.6.1]. Such conjugation shows that the flow is topolog-
ically orbit equivalent to a rigid rotation. Hence one can chose a global Poincare`
section and the associated Poincare` map. Such a map will have a rotation number
determined by the foliation of the total automorphism, which a straightforward
computation shows to have the claimed property.
Conversely, if φt has no fix points nor periodic orbits, then there exists a global
section uniformly transversal to the flow (see [51] for the original work, or [30] for
a brief history of the problem and references) and the associated Poincare` map is
a C1+α map of the circle with irrational rotation number ω. To claim that the
Poincare` map is conjugated to a rigid rotation requires however some regularity.
In particular, if α ≥ 1, then Denjoy Theorem [39, Theorem 12.1.1] implies that the
Poincare` map is topologically conjugated to a rigid rotation. If ω is Diophantine,
then for α ≥ 2 it is possible to show that the conjugation is Cβ for all β < α, [37,
The´ore`m fundamental, page 8]. Then, if ω satisfies property (1.2), we can view a
linear foliation as the stable foliation of a toral automorphism. We then obtain a
Cβ Anosov map with the wanted properties by conjugation. 
Appendix B. Anisotropic Banach spaces: distributions
In this section we first construct the Banach spaces used in Section 3, then we
discuss the relation with the Banach spaces constructed in [34], finally, we prove
Proposition 2.7 and show that H is a bounded functional.
The construction of the Banach spaces are based on the definition of appropriate
norms. The Banach spaces are then obtained by closing Cr(Ω,C) with respect to
such norms.58 The basic idea is to control not the functions themselves but rather
their integrals along curves close to the stable manifolds. Hence the first step is to
define the set of relevant curves.59 To do so we need to fix δ ∈ (0, 1/2) and K ∈ R>.
Definition B.1 (Admissible leaves). Given r ∈ R>, an admissible leave W ⊂ T2
is a Cr curve with length in the interval [δ/2, δ]. We require that there exists a
parametrization ω : [0, 1]→ W of such a curve such that ω′(τ) ∈ Cs(ω(τ)), for all
τ ∈ [0, 1], and ‖ω‖Cr([0,1],T2) ≤ K. Moreover we ask (ω(τ), ω′(τ)‖ω′(τ)‖−1) ∈ Ω,
that is the curves have all the chosen orientation. We call Σ the set of admissible
curves where to any W ∈ Σ is associated a parameterization ωW satisfying the
properties mentioned above.
The above set is not empty as it contains pieces of stable manifolds, provided
K has been chosen large enough, since the stable manifolds are uniformly Cr, [39].
The basic fact about admissible curves is that if W ∈ Σ, then, for each n ∈ N,
58 We consider complex valued functions because we are interested in having nice spectral theory.
59 In fact, in the simple case at hand, we could consider directly pieces of stable manifolds. We
do not do it to make easier to use already existing results.
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F−nW ⊂ ∪Nni=1Wi for some finite set {Wi}Nni=1 ⊂ Σ. This is quite intuitive but see
[33] for a detailed proof in a more general setting.
Next, we define the integral of an element g ∈ Cr(Ω,C) along an element W ∈ Σ
against any ϕ ∈ C0(W,C):
(B.1)
∫
W
ϕg :=
∫ 1
0
dsϕ ◦ ωW (s) · g(ωW (s), ω′W (s)‖ω′W (s)‖−1)‖ω′W (s)‖.
Also, given W ∈ Σ and ϕ :W → R we set, for all s ≤ r,
(B.2) ‖ϕ‖Cs(W,R) .= ‖ϕ ◦ ωW ‖Cs([0,1],R).
We are now ready to define the relevant semi-norms:60
(B.3) ‖g‖p,q := sup
W∈Σ
sup
|α|≤p
sup
‖ϕ‖
C
q+|α|
0
(W,C)
≤1
∫
W
ϕ · ∂α(g),
where α = (α1, α2, α3) is the usual multi–index and 1, 2 refer to the x co-ordinate
while 3 refers to v.61 It is easy to check that the ‖ · ‖p,q are indeed semi-norms on
Cr(Ω,C).
Definition B.2 (Bp,q spaces). Let p ∈ N∗, q ∈ R, p+ q ≤ r and q > 0. We define
Bp,q to be the closure of Cr(Ω,C) with respect to the semi-norm ‖ · ‖p,q.62
Remark B.3. Note that ‖g‖p,q ≤ ‖g‖Cp+q .
The Banach spaces defined above are well suited for the tasks at hand but,
unfortunately, they are not exactly the one introduced in [34] where a more general
theory is put forward. To avoid having to develop the theory from scratch, it is
convenient to show how to relate the present setting to the one in [34]. To this
end let us briefly recall the construction in [34], then we will explain the relation
with the present one. This will allow us to apply the general results in [34] to the
present context.
We start by recalling, particularizing them to our simple situation, the basic
objects used in [34]: the r times differentiable sections Sr of a line bundle over
the Grassmannian of one dimensional subspaces. More precisely, let G = {(x,E)}
where x ∈ T2 and E ⊂ R2 is a linear one dimensional subspace, then h ∈ Sr is a Cr
map (x,E) → E∗.63 Note that there is a strict relation between Sr and Cr(Ω,C):
for each (x, v) ∈ Ω let Ev = {µv}µ∈R, then for each h ∈ Sr define i : Sr → Cr(Ω,C)
by
(B.4) [ih](x, v) = h(x,Ev)(v).
The important fact is that the elements of Sr, when restricted to the tangent bundle
of W , are volume forms on W , hence can be integrated. Let us be explicit: given
60 By Cs0(W,C) we mean the C
s functions with support contained in Int(W ). The fact that the
test functions must be zero at the boundary of W is essential for the following arguments.
61 To be more explicit, if we choose a chart v = (cos θ, sin θ), then α3 refers to the derivative with
respect to θ.
62 To be precise the elements of Bp,q are the equivalence classes determined by the equivalence
relation h ∼ h¯ if and only if ‖h− h¯‖p,q = 0.
63 To be precise, since we are going to do spectral theory, we should consider the complex dual.
We do not insist on this since the complexification is totally standard.
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W ∈ Σ, h ∈ Sr and ϕ ∈ C0(T2,C), by (B.1) and [34, Section 2.2.1] we have
(B.5)
∫
W
ϕh :=
∫ 1
0
dsϕ ◦ ωW (s)h(ωW (s), Eω′W (s))(ω′W (s)) =
∫
W
ϕ ih.
Finally, note that the norm in [34] is also given by integrals along curves in Σ.
Accordingly, if h, h˜ ∈ Sr differ only for (x,E) such that E does not belong to
Cs(x), then any norm of the difference based on integrations along curves in Σ will
be zero. The readers can then check that the norms defined in [34] are equivalent
to ‖ih‖p,q. Thus i extends, by density, to a Banach space isomorphism between
the spaces defined in [34] and the Bp,q presently defined.64 Finally, we have to
understand how the operator LF reads in the corresponding language of [34]. To
this end it is useful to introduce the operator Ξ : Cr(Ω,C)→ Cr(Ω,C) defined by
(Ξg)(x, v) := g(x, v)‖V (x)‖.
Note that, by the assumptions of Definition 2.3, Ξ is invertible and both the operator
and its inverse can be extended to a continuous operator on Bp,q. It then follows
by equations (B.1), (B.5), (2.10), and [34, Section 3.2] that, for all W ∈ Σ and
ϕ ∈ C0(T2,C), we have∫
W
ϕ i−1Ξ−1LFΞih =
∫ 1
0
dsϕ(ωW (s))(Ξ
−1LFΞih)(ωW (s), ω̂′W (s))‖ω′W (s)‖
=
∫ 1
0
dsϕ(ωW (s))(ih)
(
F−1ωW (s),
DωW (s)F
−1ω′W (s)
‖DωW (s)F−1ω′W (s)‖
)
‖DωW (s)F−1ω′W (s))‖
=
∫
F−1W
ϕ ◦ F ih =
∫
F−1W
ϕ ◦ F h =
∫
W
ϕF∗h,
where we used the notation ω̂′W (s) = ω
′
W (s)‖ω′W (s))‖−1. Hence we conclude that
(B.6) i−1Ξ−1LFΞih = F∗h := (F−1)∗h,
that is LF is conjugated to the push-forward of F on Sr.
Proof of Proposition 2.7. Since (B.6) states that our operator is conjugated to
the push-forward F∗, all the spectral properties of F∗, acting on Bp,q,1, and LF,
acting on Bp,q, coincide. It thus suffices to note that [34, Proposition 4.4, Theorem
5.1, Theorem 6.4] state that, for q ∈ R>, p ∈ N> and p+ q ≤ r, F∗ can be extended
continuously to Bp,q,1, that the logarithm of the spectral radius of F∗ is given by the
topological entropy (which is the maxim of the metric entropy), that the maximal
eigenvalue is simple and F∗ has a spectral gap and the essential spectral radius is
bounded by ehtopλ−min{p,q}. 
We have thus seen that the operator LF acts very nicely on the spaces Bp,q. The
next important fact is that the functionals we are interested in are well behaved on
such spaces.
Lemma B.4. There exists C > 0 such that, for each x ∈ T2, q ∈ R>, p ∈ N>,
p+ q ≤ r, and ϕ ∈ Cr0(R≥,R), g ∈ Cr(Ω,R) we have
|Hx,ϕ(g)| ≤ C| suppϕ|‖g‖p,q‖ϕ‖Cp+q .
64 Note that, not by chance, the Banach spaces in [34] are named similarly: Bp,q,1. The superscript
1 refers there to the fact that, as we will see briefly, in the present language we do not need to
have a weight in the transfer operator.
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Proof. Let us start by considering the case suppϕ ⊂ [a, a + δ], for some a > 0.
Then, {φt(x)}t∈[a,a+δ] is the re-parametrization of a curve W in Σ, provided the
constant K in Definition B.1 has been chosen large enough. To see it just consider
the parametrization ωW (s) = φa+δs(x). Moreover, setting ϕ˜(φs(x)) = ϕ(s),
65 by
(B.1) and (3.1)∫
W
ϕ˜g =
∫ 1
0
ds ϕ ◦ φa+δs(x)g(φa+δs(x), V̂ (φa+δs(x)))‖V̂ (φa+δs(x))‖δ
=
∫
R
ds ϕ(s)(Ξg) ◦ φs(x, V̂ (x)) = Hx,ϕ(Ξg).
Since the first quality on the left is exactly one of the functionals used in (B.3) to
define the norm (p = 0) and Ξ−1 is a bounded operator on each space Bp,q, we have
‖Hx,ϕ(g)‖ ≤ C#‖Ξ−1‖0,p‖ϕ‖Cq‖g‖0,q ≤ C#‖ϕ‖Cp+q‖g‖p,q.
The Lemma follows then by using a partition of unity. 
Appendix C. Anisotropic Banach spaces: currents
In this appendix we briefly describe the Banach spaces of currents used in our
second results and sketch the needed facts. We will be much faster than in Appendix
B, we will omit several details as the construction is very similar to the previous
one and no essentially new ideas are present.
We consider the same set of admissible leaves detailed in Definition B.1. For
each W ∈ Σ, let Vq be the set of Cq vector fields compactly supported on W and
with Cq norm bounded by one. Then, for each smooth one form g on Ω we define
(C.1) ‖g‖p,q := sup
W∈Σ
sup
|α|≤p
sup
ϕ∈Vq+|α|
∫
W
[∂α(g)] (ϕ),
where the integral is defined as in the previous section.
Note that there exists a standard isomorphism i from vector fields to one forms,
so that g(ϕ) = 〈g, i(ϕ)〉.66 Thus the above norm is equivalent to the norm ‖ · ‖p,q,1
used in [31]. Let A be the set of C∞ one forms on Ω such that, for all v ∈ R2,
g((0, v)) = 0. If we define B̂p,q as the closure of A with respect to the above norm,
we obtain a space isomorphic to a subspace of the space Bp,q,1 defined in [31].
Unfortunately, the transfer operator used here differs from the one studied in [31]
insofar it has a potential, which was absent in [31]. In principle, we should there-
fore prove the Lasota-Yorke inequality for our operator and compute the spectral
radius for the present operator via a variational principle (as in [34]). Since such a
computation is completely standard but a bit lengthy, we just state a partial result
that suffices for our goals (in particular we do not bother computing exactly the
spectral radius). Such a result follows by copying the computations made in [31] to
obtain the Lasota-Yorke inequality. Such computations are exactly the same, apart
from the need to keep track of the potential, which can be done easily:
• The operator L̂F extends continuously on B̂p,q, has spectral radius ρ and
essential spectral radius strictly bounded by λ−min{p,q}ρ.
65 Note that, since the stable manifolds are uniformly Cr , [39], ‖ϕ˜‖Cr(W,R) ≤ C#‖ϕ‖Cr(R>,R).
66 See [31] for the relevant definition of scalar product between forms in the present context.
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• For all w ∈ Cr and x ∈ T2 and p+ q ≤ r we have67∣∣H1x,w(g)∣∣ ≤ C#| suppw|‖g‖p,q‖w‖Cp+q .
The above two facts are all we presently need.
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